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Christmas Reverie
MICHAEL T. LECTER, 713

SD fancy how once in the stillness of night.
Rept watch lowly shepherds on Juda’s bleak plains:
When lo! they were startled by visions of light.
TAnd voices poured forth in celestial strains.
“Our peace to the men of good-will upon earth,
TAnd glory on high to the “Lord’s blessed name:
For Christ the Redeemer this night taketh bir
Obese tidings they heard the bright angels proclaim.

While thus FJ am musing, through welhin and wold

Gheir greetings of gladness the merry bells ring,
TAnd Heaven's bright portals it seemeth unfold,

TAs seraphs come thronging of Christmas to sing.
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Christmas Greens

ALPHONSE SCHUMACHER, 713.

P}INCE time immemorial, from the Latin tribes of the
{|

more temperate climate to the Nomads of the Ural
Steppes and the Norsemen of the Northern wastes, all
have had their mid-winter festivals: celebrations of unusual solemnity, to revive the memories and gladness of
summer by simulating its foliage and verdure with assembled branches and booths of evergreens.
This custom of evergreen decorations at the Christmas festival,
which is not so prevalent today as it was years ago, is probably as old
as the races themselves. The use of holly as an evergreen ornamentation extends back to the origin of the Roman Saturnalia, for the plant
was considered a symbol of peace and good will and was held sacred to
Saturn. Since Christmas conveys to the mind of the Christian that
engelic chant, “Peace on earth, good will to men,” what would be more
appropriate for a decorative evergreen than the holly, the emblem of
peace and good will?
The holly derives its name from the fact that it is used during the
holy season. Its German names, hiilsenbaum, “holy tree,” and Christdorn, “Christ’s thorn tree,” were applied to the holly because of its

decorative employment on Christ’s natal day. This seems to show that
with the transition from paganism to Christianity, the emblem of
peace assumed the more religious expression and elevated significance
which it enjoys today.
The first mention that we have of holly being used as a Christmas
evergreen is the allusion made to it in a carol composed about 1450:
Nay, Ivy nay, it shall not be, I wys

Let Holy hafe thy maystery as the manner ys.
Holy stoud in the halle, fayre to behold;
Ivy stand without the door; he ys full sore a cold.

In Stowe’s survey of London, written almost two centuries later,
we again read of the employment of holly at the Christmas festival. In
this sketch he writes: “Every man’s house, the parish churches, the
corners of: the streets, the conduits, market cross, etc., were decorated
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can be attributed. Many still believe that the mistletoe has various
virtues in matters pertaining to marriage. This absurd opinion is of
ancient origin, for the plant is numbered among the lightning-plants
sacred to Thor, the ruler of the thunder clouds, who was also the
patron of marriage, and the mistletoe was subsequently held in reverence by the betrothed.
We cannot think of this plant today without associating with it
that happiest of Christmas customs,—that of kissing under the mistletoe. Its origin has been traced back to the victory of Hastings, in the
age of William the Conqueror, but its immediate source has been lost
in the obscurity of the Norman annals. The practice of suspending a
mistletoe from a chandelier is still in vogue, but not to the extent that
it was formerly. The youth who was able to seize a damsel under the
mistletoe, would pluck a berry from the branch, and had the happy
privilege of kissing the maiden. .It was a rural tradition that the
maiden who was not kissed under the mistletoe at Christmas would
not be married during the coming year; but this evidently was a contrivance of youth to persuade the unwilling and entice them under the
golden berries.
With the significance and beautiful sentiment which Christmas
greens tend to express, we must deplore the fact that it is a custom that
is fast growing into desuetude.
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The Saxons’ First Christmas Tree
~
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a
Francis J. Powers, 715.

T was Christmas eve and the snow lay deep on the

ground, shrouding the earth in a glorious white, while

from above the full moon cast its silvery beams on the
sleeping earth, shedding a halo of mystery over it. In the
deep forest of Saxony there could be seen a little party
of twenty men plodding their way wearily through the
snow, attempting to reach the village of Gessimar before night.
This
little band of men were missionaries, led by the Anglo-Saxon Winfrith
,
later known as St. Boniface, who had been sent by the Holy Father
among the Saxons in order to convert them to the true faith of Christ.
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The zealous preachers were aware that on this night the Druid
priests were going to offer a sacrifice to Thor, or “The Thunder Oak,”
and in their resolve to prevent it they earnestly sought to reach Gessimar. In face of the biting cold, Winfrith kept up his companions’
spirits, and often said, “Be of good cheer, brethren; let us persevere in
our course and falter not.” In the course of a few hours of weary and
tiresome traveling they finally reached their goal.
As they approached the outskirts of the village, they beheld in the
clear moonlight a large body of people gathered around a large tree.
Unnoticed, they advanced to the edge of the crowd and silently listened to the Druid speaking: “Saxons, a great calamity hath befallen
us. The plague hath swept away scores of our people, and in our pres-

ent condition we are but a prey to the maudering tribes of Friesans.
The mighty Thor is offended, yea, grievously offended with us, and
demands of us a sacrifice to appease his wrath. He wants, not a horse
or any unclean animal, but a far more precious sacrifice, a human life.”
Before he finished the multitude groaned; fear fell upon them all, lest
each one should be demanded as a victim.
Suddenly the Druid stepped forward and
young son of Chief Gurth, a beautiful child,
none comlier. As he seized the boy, his mother
long to the ground, while Gurth, his father, was

seized Siegmund, the
than whom there was
swooned and fell headspeechless in grief.

Drawing the child near to the sacred oak, the Druid proceeded to
bind a white cloth around the child’s eyes, and said to him: “Siegmund, thou art chosen to go on a long journey, to Walhalla, the home
of the gods, to carry a message to them from us. Art thou afraid? The
child answered in a strong voice: “No, Priest! Why should I fear,
who am the son of a chief? Shall I take my bow and arrows with me
to shoot the bear and wild deer along the way?”
The priest replied, “No, thou needest no weapons, for the gods will
guide thee. Thou must go quickly, and the journey is long.”
As he bound the boy and laid him on the altar before the oak, Chief
Gurth clutched his sword and stepped forward, but the assistants
dragged him back. Then the priest raised the glittering knife aloft,

but as it fell his arm was grasped by Winfrith, who said in a ringing
voice: “He who touches this child or me, dies,” and as his twenty.
strong men ranged themselves about him, their glittering axes

in hand, the people fell back in mute astonishment.

Whereupon the

Druid angrily exclaimed: “Stranger! who art thou and whence comest

thou, who are so bold as to interfere with the sacred-rites of the gods?”
To whom Winfrith replied:

“Saxons!

I am your kinsman from
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England, whom the Holy Father hath sent to you, in order that you
may learn of a true and living God. The days of Thor and Odin have
passed and the true God reigns supreme. What will happen to anyone
touching this Sacred Oak?”
The multitude replied as with one voice, “Death.”
Then Winfrith grasped his axe he carried along with him, and applied it lustily to the sacred oak. For a few minutes the chips of the
tree flew merrily, and he applied the axe till the tree fell. As it fell a
rustling as of the wind was heard, and some said it was the spirit of
Thor leaving the tree, but at any rate the Christian, Winfrith, still
lived.
Then the chief, Gurth, addressed Winfrith: “Thou art welcome,
kinsman. Come to the council hall, and tell us of this strange God, and
of our kinsmen in England.”
Seated around the fire in the council house, Winfrith told the story
of how, many years before, on this same night, the Christ Child was
born in the stable of Bethlehem, and how he lived and worked and died
for us all that all men might be saved, and how he wanted all men to
love and worship Him. When the good Saint finished his beautiful but
simple story, there were tears in many an eye of this rude folk. Then
he had them bringa fir tree, and told them that this was the tree of
peace, and he besought them never more to offer sacrifices of any kind
to Thor or the gods. He also placed little tapers on the tree and called

it the Christmas Tree.
And little Siegmund, comfortably resting on his mother’s lap,
looked up and said: “Mother, why did you cry when the priest wanted
;
me to go to Walhalla?” The mother whispered: “Hush, my child
fell
child
the
But
us.’
tells
man
good
the
which
listen to the story
asleep in his mother’s arms.
Now on Christmas eve the Saxons sit around their hearths and tell
the story of how “St. Winfrith” saved the lad Siegmund, and gave the

Saxons their first Christmas tree, and when the story is finished, they

sing:

“Stille Nacht, Heilige Nacht,
Alles schlaft, einsam wacht.
Nur das traute hoch heiliger Paar,

Holder Knabe mit lockigen Haar,
Schlafe in himmelicher Ruh?’

A Christmas PHdyl
Sleep, O Infant-God, sleep!
“And rest thy little head

Upon thy virgin-mother’s breast,
While cherubs sing a cradle-song.
Soon thy mother will weep—
When on the rude cross-bed
Oby tortured limb will find us rest
Jn suff'ring for man’s sinful wrong.

Sleep, O Fnfant-God, sleep!
—J. G.

Jesu, Redemptor Omnium
HENRY J. KLEIN, °13
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A Contemporary of Shakespeare
Q@wotcas Caocey4

Henry J. Kein, 713.
HRISTOPHER MARLOWE, the man to whom the “immortal Shakespeare” undoubtedly owes, to a great extent, his exalted literary fame, first saw the light of day
4 in February, 1564, two months before, in the little village

Al of Stratford-on-Avon, was born the Prince of Poets.
Unfortunately, the promising career of this poetic genius
was “too much by passion warmed” and reveling in the popularity
which he enjoyed among his “brother-wits,” he led a reckless and dissipated life, which resulted in his being “prematurely shuffled off in a
tavern brawl,” June 1, 1593.
Short as was the unfortunate career of Marlowe, it nevertheless
served to elevate and advance the cause of dramatic art. Poetry, it is
true, was permitted on the stage before his time, but had steadily degenerated into a monotonous jingling of rhyme which seriously hampered the poetic sentiment of a vivid imagination. Had not Marlowe,
despite all precedents, effected with marked success the fusion of the
dramatic and lyric element in his first play, “Tamburlaine the Great,”
and that by adopting blank verse as the standard of dramatic metre, it
is doubtful whether the wonderful dramas produced by the great genius
of Shakespeare would ever have soared to the zenith of literary fame,
and whether he himself would be in such an exalted degree “the soul,
delight, wonder and applause of our stage.”
Shakespeare not only realized the possibilities which blank verse
afforded, but also the possible success with which historical events
might be dramatized and presented on the stage. At least two of

Marlowe’s plays exercised some influence upon Shakespeare.

The

Troublesome Reign and Lamentable Death of Edward II was undoubt-

edly the source of inspiration for Richard II and Henry VI; while to
The Rich Jew of Malta may safely be attributed the production of
The Merchant of Venice.
|

In Edward II is described the sustained struggle of Edward, a
man unfortunately “damned with indecision,” against the barons and |
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kis own family in behalf of two favorites. Defeated in battle, he flees
to Ireland, where he is taken prisoner. After a long and ignominious
imprisonment he is treacherously murdered in his dungeon. The interest of this play is not entirely concentrated in one character, but it
is, to a great extent, shared by several of the leading personages. The
underlying motive of the plot is the king’s passionate friendship for
Gaveston. We must remember that during the Elizabethan period
friendship was a giant as compared with our best college friendship of
today. Marlowe, unfortunately, failed to exhibit in this play his supreme gifts as a poet; nevertheless it is free from the “rant and bluster” which sometimes disfigures the beauty of his other plays. There
is a marked similarity between the deaths of Edward and that of the
gentle Daesdemona. The tragic scenes which were thrust before the
sight of Marlowe during his short, wretched life account for the fact
that his plays are characterized by violence, by which in his mind he
expected to move the audience, rather than by appealing to the sympathetic nature of the soul.
The source of Marlowe’s The Rich Jew of Malta is unknown, but
it is evident that when Shakespeare conceived the character of Shylock
he undoubtedly had before his mind’s eye Marlowe’s hero, Barabbas,
who is an excellent type of the hated Jew of the Middle Ages. Marlowe
appealed to the popular prejudice then existing against Jews by representing Barabbas as a “hellish monster,” but of such colossal force
both in cunning and courage that one feels an unsympathetic admiration for his vast ambition and tremendous power. We look upon
Barabbas as an impossible monster, whereas Shylock is wonderfully
human.

Shakespeare possessed those qualities sadly lacking in Mar-

lowe—self-control and moderation—which accounts for this great difference in their respective character portrayals. Marlowe represents
Barabbas as a monster, whose atrocities revolt rather than attract us.
Shakespeare, on the contrary, represents Shylock as a veritable Jew,
possessing just enough wickedness to maintain dramatic action. Shylock is rather a victim of circumstances, whereas Barabbas is a “monster of iniquity.”
Though the promising career of Marlowe was brought to an untimely end, the wonderful results of the few short years of his dramatic
activity warrant his being considered, among Elizabethan dramatists,
second only to Shakespeare. Perhaps his untimely end stimulated
Shakespeare to take up the work so abruptly ended and through it to
become “Nature’s oracle and interpreter.” Repeated attempts had
been made to establish blank verse as the medium of dramatic expres-
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sion, but it was Marlowe who “freed England from the tyranny of
pseudo-classic domination and made the drama of our race romantic
and free.’ Had Marlowe never existed it is doubtful whether the
drama of the Elizabethan stage would have become “the chief glory
of English literature and the wonder of the whole world.” Concerning
Marlowe’s influence upon Shakespeare, Swinburne says: “He alone
ecuided Shakespeare in the right way of work. Before him there was
neither genuine blank verse nor a genuine tragedy. After his arrival
the way was prepared, the paths made straight for Shakespeare.”
Unfortunate for our literature was the briefness of Marlowe’s
career, for, considering the fact that he produced such wonderful works
before he was twenty-nine years of age, we are free to conjecture that
the wonderful genius which was then merely in its early stages of development would. perhaps have equaled, and possibly surpassed, that
of Shakespeare himself. Nevertheless he contributed much towards
elevating the dramatic ideal by preparing the way for Shakespeare,
whose wonderful literary productions have justly merited the praise
and admiration of the entire literary world.
Although Marlowe lacked the necessary skill gradually to develop
the predominant traits of his character, he nevertheless excites pity
and terror. His heroes are portrayed in such a striking manner as to
leave invariably a lasting impression on the mind. He can paint with
elowing poetic expression the gentler emotions of the soul as well as
the overwhelming passions which dominate the characters of an inhuman nature. The wretchedness of his life and many of the violent
scenes which he witnessed during his brief career are undoubtedly reflected in his works. From the bursts of passion and violence which
ke puts into the mouths of his characters we may assume that he himself would delight in saying:
“Even now I curse the day—and yet I think
Few come within the compass of my curse—
Wherein I did not some notorious ill,” ete.

The cruel hand of death blighted his promising career before he

could display the vast amount of latent dramatic energy which lay
concealed within his subtle mind. Across his tombstone may appropriately be written the epilogue of Faustus:

“Cyt is the branch that might have grown full straight,
And burnéd is Apollo’s laurel bough.”
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Rosert J. Suerry, 714.
| HEN the Balkan States declared war against Turkey two

months ago, the world was surprised at their daring,
and took it for granted that Turkey would annihilate
these rebellious peasants in a few pitched battles, and
nothing more would be heard of them. But just as little
Japan astonished this same world a few years back and
attracted universal attention and admiration in her titanic strugg’e
with powerful, domineering Russia, so the Balkan States of today
treated this good earth of ours to another surprise, when, advancing
from victory to victory, they steadily drove the Sultan’s forces to the
last entrenchments in front of Constantinople.
To understand the Balkan situation better, it is necessary to go
back to the foundation of the different states that constitute the
Balkan Confederation. Bulgaria, the bulwark of the Balkans, is the
youngest state in this union, having only 31 years of partial independence. In their origin the Bulgarians were a Turanian race, the same as
the Turks. Emigrating westward, they subdued the European nations
with which they came in contact and settled in the southeastern part
cf Europe, then occupied by the Slavs. They came as barbarian invaders, but were presently assimilated by their Slavonic subjects and
neighbors. They learned the Slavonic language, adopted Slavonic customs and gradually lost trace of their foreign origin. So the Bulgarians of the present day are really a Slavonic peoplle, speaking a

Slavonic language only.
They had to wage a continual warfare for their very existence

against the Greeks and such barbarian tribes as the Huns, Avors
and Goths, sometimes conquered, sometimes conquering, but always

warrings. In the IX century they adopted Christianity and were
brought under the jurisdiction of the Exarchate of Constantinople.
The kingdom rose to its height from 900-930, under Tzar Simeon, only
to fall ignominiously under Byzantine rule hardly a century later.
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The Greeks tried to subdue the warlike tribe in 965 and invited a tribe
of Northmen, most probably the antecedents of present-day Russians,

to aid them.
The Northmen became Grecian allies, but won so many victories
that the Greek Emperor became jealous of their conquests, made peace
with the Bulgarians, and with the help of the latter, conquered the
Northmen. The direct result of this Russian invasion was the fusion
of the Northern and Southern Slavs, which accounts for the similarity
between the Bulgarians and the peasants of southern Russia. The
Greeks again attacked the Bulgarians and subjugated them about
1020, but they committed such horrible atrocities and treated the conquered Slavs so cruelly that the chiefs handed down to their children
as tradition the advice of patience and the duty of revenge. This
dates the beginning of the long existing hatred between the Greeks and
$ulgarians which prevented them until a few months ago from uniting
for their mutual benefit and common welfare.
They soon revolted, however, and regained their independence under
Assen I about 1190, only to be for¢ed back into servitude hardly 250
years later by Stephen Duchan, King of the Servians, to their own
advantage, however, for King Dushan was a wise and zealous protector. At the death of Dushan the Balkan Peninsula began to feel the
effects of a Turkish invasion. They defended their lives and property
heroically for some time, but finally had to give up the despairing
struggle against the overwhelming Mohammedan hordes and bowed in
defeat before Sultan Murad I. Not until after the bloody battle of
Kassova in 1889, however, was Bulgaria completely brought under
Ottoman rule. For centuries Bulgaria has been the victim of systemized vandalism and cruel oppression against which to the present day
with varying degrees of fortune have the Bulgarians struggled, silently
only
and heroically. The Crimean War, 1854-56, brought no relief; it
.
atrocities
added more hatred, fury and horror to Turkish
According to the treaty of Berlin (1878), Bulgaria was divided into
two parts, contrary to the desire of the inhabitants and with utter
exdisregard of geographical conditions. The same desire of union
Berlin
the
of
spite
in
1885,
in
and
isted between the divided parts,

Givision, the union became an actual fact. Russia was angered at this

Using
union because it greatly hindered her schemes of aggression.
countwo
these
between
war
a
the Servians as a tool, Russia provoked
bitterlate
the
for
s
tries, to disrupt the union. This action account
Alexness between Bulgaria and Servia. The Bulgarians under Prince
,
Servians
the
drorve
they
ander performed such prodigies of valor that
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who outnumbered them two to one, back to their own territory with
great loss of life. The Czar of Russia was still more enraged so that in
the interest of Bulgaria, Prince Alexander abdicated. The Bulgarian
parliament then unanimously elected Prince Ferdinand, the noble scion
of Saxe-Coburg-Gothan, and grandson of Louis Phillipe, the present

ruling Czar of the Bulgarians.
The Servians, or Serbs, were a branch of the Slavonic race, dwelling
in the Carpathian mountains. Heraclius, Emperor of the East (610642), in order to form a barrier against the invasions of the Avars and
the other Slavs, induced them ‘to leave their mountain home and to
emigrate south into the provinces between the Adriatic and the Danube.
Under the sanction of a treaty for which they felt themselves bound to
pay a certain degree of allegiance to the Eastern Empire, they settled
in these countries, which are still populated by their descendants.
These colonies, unlike the earlier invaders of the Empire, were composed of agricultural communities, and the Servian nations increased
and flourished in the land which they colonized, forming a firm barrier
to the Avari and hostile Slavs. They embraced Christianity in the IX
century, as did the Bulgarians, but were converted according to two
different rites, the Latin and the Greek, which was the cause of much
antagonism that exists even to the present day.
They enjoyed a patriarchial form of government, although they
acknowledged the sovereignty of Byzantium until about 1000, when
Greek influence was no longer felt in the Danuban provinces. Servia
attained the summit of her glory and power under the great Stephen
Dushan (1341-56), only to lose her independence scarcely more than
twenty-five years afterward, when the victorious Turks crushed both
the Servian and the Bulgarian forces at the bloody battle of Kassova,
1389. Then began the Turkish Reign of Terror, the horrors of which
have scarcely been paralleled in the history of mankind.

Kara George, or Black George, a simple peasant, started a revolt
against the Ottoman oppressor and waged a guerilla warfare from

1804-12 with varying success until he was completely crushed in 1813.

In 1815, Milosch, a lieutenant of Black George, raised the standard of
revolt with more success than his predecessor, and finally succeeded
in freeing Servia, whose autonomy was at length recognized by the
Sultan in 1830. Although he murdered Black George, Milosch is beloved and honored by his people and is known as the Grand Old Man
of Serb history. His treacherous murder of Black George, however,
was the beginning of a feud between the family of Obrenovitch, of
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which Milosch is the head, and the Georgevitch family, of which Black
George was an influential member.
This feud has been the cause of the forcible abdication of four kings
and the violent death of at least four more, the last of which occurred
in 1903, at Belgrade, “the Capital of Crime,’ when Alexander and
Queen Draga were assassinated with the connivance of King Peter, the
present ruler of Servia. Servia’s independence was recognized by the
Ikuropean powers in the treaty of Berlin, 1878.
The people that inhabit Montenegro are the same that inhabit
Servia, for the brave Serbs, who escaped the battle of Kassova (1389)
ied to the mountains that overlook the Bay of Catarro, and under the
leadership of Ivan the Black, formed the kingdom of Montenegro. It
was ruled from 1500-1700 by elective Vladikas, and from 1700-1850 by
hereditary Vladikas. During the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries there
was an incessant struggle against the Turks for their very existence,
and the 19th century beheld a struggle for an outlet to the sea. In 1813
Cattaro fell into the hands of Peter I of Montenegro, but this muchneeded seaport was taken away from them by the Powers and given to
their hated neighbor, Austria.
The peculiar geographical structure of the country has enabled
Montenegro to maintain her independence for so many years against
overwhelming odds. The country is a mountainous mass of limestone, impracticable for an invading army, covered with hardly anything but
good grass upon which countless herds of Servian swine graze. The
present form of government is both despotic and popular—despotic,
because the word of King Nicholas is law, and popular, because he
amply provides for the needs and wants of his faithful, patriotic and
loving subjects.
Of all the nations of antiquity, there is none so highly celebrated

or none which furnishes history with such illustrious examples as
Greece, the last but not the least state of the Balkan Confederation.
In whatever light she is considered, for the glory of her arms, for the
wisdom of her laws, for the study and improvement of the arts and
sciences, she has carried them to the utmost degree of perfection. Her
history dates back into misty antiquity, on which legend and myth
atone can enlighten us. But that has little or no bearing upon the
Balkan question.

Suffice it to say in passing, that Alexander the Great included in
his world empire the whole of the Balkans and much more (335 B. C.),
but.again, this mighty empire was completely subjugated in 146 B. C.
by another world power, the Romans. Despite their submission, the
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Greeks continued to lead the world in literary and art productions. In
1204 A. D. the Greeks were driven from Constantinople by the Crusaders, but they regained their ancient capital in 1260 and enjoyed a
transitary splendor during the 14th century.
Constantinople fell in 1453 before the Moslem hosts, and St. Sophia
became a mosque of Islam. Turkey continued to extend her conquests
throughout southern Europe and advanced as far as Vienna, where
they were repulsed by John Sobieski. The yoke of the Sultan became
too galling for the Greeks to endure, and from 1821 to 1829 they labored
to throw it off. The horrors of this struggle are scarcely creditable,
and the numerous outrages and massacres induced Russia, England
and France to sympathize with Greece. Many distinguished Europeans aided the Greeks with men and money.
The allies easily routed the Moslem forces both on land and sea,
and Ottoman rule over the Greeks ceased after three centuries of oppression. In 1829 the Sublime Porte acknowledged Grecian independence. Civil wars, revolts and party struggles continued until 1863,
when England, France and Russia agreed to let the Greeks choose a
king for themselves, provided he was not a member of the reigning
families of these three powers. The choice eventually fell upon Prince
George of Denmark, the present king of the Hellenes, which choice
Greece has much to be thankful for, as King George has proved himself
a wise and devoted ruler.
These four states constitute the Balkan Confederation. The tenacity with which they have preserved their national pride is an interest
in history. Ever since their foundation they have been quarreling and
fighting among themselves, Bulgar trying to exterminate Greek and

Serb and the latter reciprocating with equal intensity and hatred. So
long as they were divided they were at the mercy of the Turk, and they
finally seemed to recognize this fact. Therefore, in 1878, a Balkan
Confederation was talked of and negotiations were actually set on foot
in view of a combination of Balkan States for their mutual protection

against Turkish massacres and the Powers’ aggression.
The Servo-Bulgarian war and Grecian troubles aroused so much

bitterness between the rival races that the idea was precipitately
dropped. Since that time the perennial conflicts between the Balkan
nations, which have kept Europe in a constant state of unrest, con-

tinued as before. In the meantime the Powers had steadily increased
a growing hatred in the Balkan States against themselves by their unscrupulous acquisition of Balkan territory. The Bulgarians have never
forgiven the English for the division of Eastern Rumelia, and the
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Greeks have hated the British since their occupation of Cyprus, and
they firmly believe that England intends to take over Crete likewise.
The Servians have not forgotten how Russia, after instigating them to
two disastrous wars, heartlessly deprived them of any fruits of the
struggles, nor have they forgiven Austria for seizing Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Nor is there any love lost between Russia and Bulgaria.
Realizing that they were but the playthings of the Powers, these
four nations, which for centuries have been at each other’s throats,
have come to a secret agreement, effected a reconciliation and formed
a powerful union, whose strength has surprised the world. What understanding they have reached, or what provisions they have made regarding their individual claims to the Sick Man’s inheritance, is not
known. One thing is certain: they are determined to act independently
of the Powers.
The territory which they are seeking to wrest from the hated Sultan’s grasp lies almost in the center of a circle formed by these hostile
states. It is commonly known as Macedonia, the population of which
is an incongruous mixture of Bulgarians, Greeks, Servians, Albanians
and Turks. It is to be regretted that they severally consider themselves the rightful heirs to Macedonia and base their claims on previous
conquests. The Bulgarians claim it because for two centuries it was
under the sway of the old Bulgarian czars, and that a majority of its
inhabitants are of Bulgarian blood or sympathies. The Servians point
to the fact that the great King Dushan included all Macedonia, as well
as Bulgaria itself, in his vast domains. They also assert that Novi
Bazar, that portion of Macedonia which separates Servia from Montenegro, of which Austria is extremely covetous, is peopled almost exclusively by Servians. From a purely historical standpoint, the Greeks
have a far better claim than any of the rival states, since Alexander
(335 B. C.) included the then known Europe in his mighty empire, before the world ever heard of Bulgar or Serb.
Whatever their contentions have been in the past, they are working
in admirable unison in the present strife. No doubt they have already
determined among themselves what portion of Macedonia each of the
allied forces will receive, and undoubtedly they will obtain their allotted portions if Russia and Austria do not mix in the Balkan affairs and
embroil entire Europe in a tremendous conflict.
The war so far has been a succession of surprises. The miserable
showing of the Grecian soldiers during the Graeco-Turkish war made

them the laughing stock of the world. Little was expected of Servia,
for in the Seryo-Bulgarian war in 1885 her army failed ignominiously.
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Whereas lately both Servia and Greece have gone forward from victory
to victory. These few small states have accomplished more in a few
weeks than Russia with her vast resources and with the help of Roumania effected in ten months. The wonderful success of the Balkan
States has evoked universal astonishment and admiration, and “The
Balkans for the Balkan States” is the attitude of the people of Europe
today.
Their present successes are due to the fact that the war was not
brought about by the governments, but was the spontaneous outcome of
the desire of the people. Everywhere in the Balkans this determination existed, and so strong was the désire for war that any government
would have been overthrown that resisted this determination. For
more than five centuries these people have been trodden under the feet
of the Turks, and yet they hav preserved their religion and national
characteristics, and have kept their national pride burning fiercely in
their hearts, patiently awaiting an opportune moment to allow it to
burst forth into a mighty flame, driving all before it in its intensity.
Away back in the 9th century, when the Bulgarians and Servians
were converted to the faith of the Cross, their Exarch dwelt at St.
Sophia, in the Greek capital of Constantinople, and they looked upon
the city and church as sacred. There is a legend which says that when
the Turks took Constantinople and massacred the faithful that fled to
the church of St. Sophia for refuge, and tore down the cross and replaced it by the crescent, a mighty voice was heard proclaiming that a
regenerated Christian nation would again become possessor of the
sanctuary. .The soldiers pressing on to Constantinople know these
legends and firmly believe in the fulfillment of its prophecy. The
Church of St. Sophia is to them almost what the Holy Sepulchre was
to the Crusaders in the Middle Ages, and they look upon this struggle
with the Turk as a holy war.
In Bulgaria no one could be kept from enlisting, old men of sixty
and boys of fourteen taking up arms and insisting upon being allowed
to go to the front. In Greece and Servia this fervor of patriotism burns
as brightly, while little Montenegro is a nation under arms. Every
male capable of bearing arms is wild with joy at the opportunity of
striking a blow for their religion and their country. Such is the spirit
that animates the Balkan States today, and this spirit cannot be
crushed.
Austria wants Salonike and is determined to get it, but Servia is
just as determined that she shall get it, and here’s hoping Austria
will get it (sic). By annexing Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1910,
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Austria took a great step in the fulfillment of her plan, and also nearly
brought on war with Servia. Servia has always been a special object
of Austrian hostility. This arises from the fact that Servia is a
stumbling block in her schemes of aggrandizement, and also because
she is a constant menace to the unity and integrity of the AustroHungarian monarchy. A majority of Austrian subjects are Slavs and
their sympathies are with the Servians. If Servia is successful and a
strong Servian kingdom formed, the Slavs would most probably rebel
against Austrian rule, which is none too popular, and join Servia.
If Austria attacked Servia, Russia would promptly aid the Balkan
States in an active manner,for surely Russia and Austria are no friendly
neighbors, and the former will not peacefully allow the latter to increase her power by occupying Salonike. Such an eventuality might
cause Germany to help Austria, according to the terms of the Triple
Alliance. The future alone knows what wraths this combination would
engender in Europe.’ Again, Russia has designs on Constantinople,
but she can never hope, nor does she expect to occupy Constantinople,
before settling claims with England.
One desire at least is common to all—that the settlement be final
and complete. For generation after generation the Balkan question
has been the cause of a chronic unrest in Europe. It is hoped that
Austria and Russia will sacrifice their respective ambitions and allow
the Balkans to settle the war for themselves and enjoy the fruits of
their conquest. The Balkan forces have advanced within hailing distance of Constantinople, and right here the Turk is trembling.
As a Christmas wish, let us hope that Christianity will once more
reign in Constantinople, and the true cross above the dome of St.
Sophia, instead of the crescent. Who knows but that the year 1913
will witness the advent of a New Power in Europe and a free Christian
people ruling the land so desecrated by the Turk?
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Ray Grimmer, 715.
UCH has been written about the holy feast of Christmas
with its many associations, so much indeed that it seems
superfluous to add even a word. Yet, on reading the
history of past ages, we observe how far different is the
Christmas spirit of the present day compared to that
of yore; how far different the spirit and the customs,
and in what pagan-like fashion the Christmas of the present day is
celebrated.
This feast is the festival of the Nativity, and primarily it should be
celebrated as such. It is a time when all men extend the hand of
fellowship and good will to their neighbor, when all seem to forget their
differences and respond to that loving message which the Babe of
Bethlehem brought to earth, “Peace on earth, good will to men.” It is
also a holiday, when our inspirations are carried to that hour in which
the Prince of Peace was born, to that hour which “no trumpet blast
profaned,’ when we forget our calculations and affairs and really
taste the happiness of man. The mind and the emotions are alike extended. It is a good time; a kind, forgiving, pleasant time; a time when
men and women seem by one consent to open their hearts freely; a
time which transports us from the moment to eternity; from ambition
to sympathy, from controversy to brotherhood. This day, caroling the
greatest single influence known to history, bespeaks the birth of dreams
and powers, dreams and powers by which the world moves toward the

end of soul hunger and body’s pain.
These are the ideas that should pervade the Christmas mind and

the spirit that should predominate in Christmas living, not a spirit of
selfishness, but a spirit of love, of making others happy. This kind of
spirit should. accompany Christmas giving.
The custom of exchanging gifts is very much older than Christmas,
and means very much less. It has existed in almost all ages and all
nations. It is the most natural thing in the universe.
The law of giving is the law of life. The stream generously pays its
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O feelest thou a thrill of joy
That seems no child of earth’s alloy?
So pure the taste of its delight
That God must nearer be this Night?
It is the Peace which long ago
The angels brought to men below;
When Christ at Bethlehem was born
Of maiden mother, Star of Morn.
Then let us keep with festive cheer
This Day the best of all the year;
For now we God durst Father name
Since brother to us Christ became.
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CHRISTMAS NIGHT
ALPHONSE SCHUMACHER

713

Gow beatiful the maonbe uns mellow bright!
Bui far surpassing was the new-born light,
Che lowly shepherds saw on Christnas night.
Gow ravishing night's starry dDiadem!
But far more brilliant was that meteor gem

Chat beamed upon the Babe of Bethlehem.
Gow soothing sweet the nightwind’s drowsy
sigh!
But sweeter was that natal lullaby
Which myriad angels cronned down from the
sku:

“On earth be peace to men, glory to God on

high.”
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tribute to the river, and just as generously the river rolls its waters
into the sea, and the sea merges its all into the vast ocean. From the
deep go the waters in vapors to the sky, which sends them revivified
and enriched back to the earth. Having blessed the hills and valleys
with fertility, the stream, the river and the sea again welcome the
return of the waters. Even do human parents give themselves to their
children that life may be continued on earth. The child is of their
very substance.
The law of giving is the law of civilization. Was it not the gifts of
princes which built civilization’s first monuments? The gifts of priests,
monks and nuns who preserved its treasures? The gifts of missionaries who carried its standards into the darkest and most remote lands
of the earth? The gifts of soldiers who defended its outposts? Nay,
more. Was not civilization itself a gift to the world, and principally
from Christians and Christianity?
The law of giving is the law of God and religion. In religion, it is
giving which makes growth. Giving is the very life of it. If nothing
were given, stagnation would follow as quickly as it follows the cutting
of fresh waters off from a lake. On the foundation of God’s own gifts
is the whole religious structure erected. Religion grows only on what
it gives. Its teachings and its sacraments are its offerings. Religion
becomes strong in the exercise of helping; it becomes rich in making
itself poor. Giving never diminishes its stores of treasures, but increases its life and vigor. Almost the first lesson of the Nativity was a
lesson of giving. “God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son.” That gift was for us and for our salvation.
Finally, Christmas gifts are the most natural gifts in the world.
The first Christmas was all a gift, the greatest gift of God to His children. There was cause indeed for the song of the Angels over Bethlehem, for peace had been brought to earth. From the Christmas gift of
God to man, followed life to the world. The world lived and loved
again.
It is evident, therefore, that giving is not a custom of a few centuries, but rather one as old as man himself. But it is also a custom
which depends entirely upon the spirit in which it is carried on. When

the right spirit predominates, it is a cheerful old custom, an encouragement to friendliness; but when this spirit does not prevail, when the

dollar value is considered more than the heart value, and when one
gives because he expects to receive, then it is a futile old farce. The
finest gift is not the gift that costs the most money, but the one that
carries the most love.
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Lyman L. HI, 717.
HE tall sentinel clock in the hallway struck the halfhour after ten, and the farewells of early departers intermittently floated in to us. The steady, ebullient flow
of earlier conversation had lately lagged, and silently
and meditatively we sat before the wood fire, whose soft,
red glow alone illumined the big parlor at the Talisman
Club.
“Strangely enough,” said Appleton, musingly, “a wood fire always
reminds me of the campfires of our Klondike expedition, and particularly of an incident of the journey inseparately linked in my memory
with the expedition.” Now, Dick Appleton, besides being one of the
country’s foremost mining engineers and a very passable poet when in
the mood, was an exceptionally interesting story teller, and celebrated
at the club as a narrator of the diverse and remarkable adventures into
which the pursuit of his vocation or his adventurous nature had led
him. And Dick was going to tell a story! Our chairs were accordingly
drawn closer to the dying fire; we assumed more comfortable positions,
and in the blue curling smoke of freshly lighted cigars, Appleton began
his tale.
;
“It was in March, 1897, when the Klondike discovery had dupli-

cated the national disturbance of ’49, and had caused that blind, optimistic insanity which a boom always produces, that I joined a company at St. Louis bound for the gold fields. In those days, of course,
the trip to Seattle was not the present three-day journey in a luxurious
coach and with every convenience; moreover, the thousand-mile voyage

up the Pacific coast on the overtaxed little steamer was long and
tedious to young impatience. But in due time we landed in Skagway,
having decided to take the land route to Klondike, through White Pass
and the lake region and along the Lewes River, as being quicker than
the circuitous water journey up the Yukon on the belated little ‘sidewheeler.’ We laid in a good store of provisions and soon after started
out in high spirits, having spurned the native guide who placed such an
exorbitant value on his services.
“Tf I remember correctly, it was the fifth day of our travel that we
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attempted to ‘cut across lots’ over a stretch of plain,—a dangerous proceeding in an unfamiliar country,—and towards evening our water

supply became low, with no means in sight of replenishing it. Accordingly, after the camp had been pitched, I pushed my tired and protesting horse up an elevation that enclosed our view to the right, to discover if possible from this eminence, some coveted stream. At the foot
of the hill on the other side there was indeed a good-sized creek, flanked
by glacial boulders, swollen and somewhat muddy from the spring
thaws. A white tent was pitched by the nearer bank, and with indiscreet and inexperienced curiosity I decided to investigate its singular
presence in this obscure little ravine. As examination showed the tent
to be unoccupied, I moved up stream to search for the campers. It was
then I discovered, at about fifty paces from the tent, three bodies lying
on the ground among the large rocks, and closer approach disclosed a
sight which stamped itself indelibly on my memory.
“The three men, all evidently miners, lay dead: the first as he had
fallen, on his face with hands outstretched when a bullet had entered
his heart; the other two lay as if still writhing in the tortures of acute
internal pain, their bodies knotted, their faces convulsed, their glassy
eyes staring. The two distorted corpses were those of Mexicons, dressed
like miners except for the bespangled sombrero, each with a holster
and the protruding butt of a Colt at his hip. The man who had been
shot was unmistakably a Yankee, bearded, middle-aged, of extraordinary stature. I found upon him a packet of papers, consisting of several deeds which were the claims of William Langston to some gold
lands in a region roughly sketched on a rude map. For a long time I
pondered the seemingly familiar name before I started with recognition. The stranger was ‘Lanky Bill’ Langston, an adventurous nomad,
whose remarkable success in the gold fields had been related by ‘stragglers coming back to Skagway from the Klondike.

On the ground

near by were two overturned whiskey bottles, a partly-rifled provision
pack, and a revolver which the American had evidently drawn too late
for self-defense. With these facts perplexing my mind, I returned to
camp, sought my particular partner, a splendid fellow named Bert
Stark, told him of my discovery, and together we buried the bodies.

“All night the startling sight, and the meaning of it, troubled me.
The two principal questions which naturally presented themselves to

my mind were: What had become of the immense amount of gold which —
current report attributed to Lanky Bill’s possession, and which had
probably occasioned his departure from the regular trail; and what
was the explanation of the deaths of the three men? As to the gold,
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my conclusions were that the mules on which it had been packed, being
for some reason untethered at the time of the tragedy, had wandered
off in search of food. And as to the dead men—well, as was natural, I
strongly suspected that the Mexicans had killed Lanky Bill to get his
gold. But how had such swift and terrible retribution overtaken the
Mexicans themselves? Even had there been bullet-holes or marks of
violence on their bodies, the presence of such would not have accounted
for the terrible internal suffering that was evident in their faces. The
whiskey bottles seemed the nearest way to a solution of their deaths;
and yet that clue seemed of small value, for drunkenness alone would
not have caused the death agony pictured in the faces of the Mexicans.
Violent poisoning, to my mind, seemed the only possible cause of their
deaths, and with this idea for hypothesis I attempted to work out a
plausible and probable solution to their deaths.
“But I was in as much of a quandary as before; for if Langston had
placed poison in the whiskey, what could have been his motive? How
had he secured it unknown to the others? And, finally, where had he
obtained it? The nearest source of supplies, as I knew, was at Pelley’s
Bend, some thirty miles farther up the Lewes River, a point which we
expected to reach before we next pitched camp. I decided to ‘tap’ the
proprietor of the trading post there for some possible clues.

“And so the next evening, having purchased some supplies in my
official capacity as commissary, and established friendly cummunicative relations with the grizzled, active, little trader, Charles Dale,
known among the miners as ‘Parrot Charlie,” because of his unusual
talkativeness, I casually asked him if he had seen Lanky Bill lately.
The inquiry sounded to me rather flat and unusual, coming from my-

self, a stranger, but unhesitatingly he answered me:
“Yep, three days ago. And then he amplified: ‘Funny thing, Bill
had been in here only the Sunday previous and bought a whole batch of
supplies—nough to last him most a month. Said he’d pulled up stakes
and was hiking it for civilization. So when I seed him marching into
the store again on Wednesday, I was some surprised. You see, Bill explained that the spring thaws and rains had swollen up the streams so
that one of his pack mules drowned crossing Bear Creek, with most all
the provisions and part of his gold on board. Bill and his pards had
drawed straws to see who should come back here from Big Horn Gulch
for more supplies. The lot fell to Lanky Bill, and he seemed some
peeved at the job, and sore at the Mexicans who were with him, too, although he bought a couple of pints of whiskey that he said was for "em.
Afore leavin’ he said he was having some stomach trouble, and was
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going up to the doctor at the Fort to get some stuff with a high-falutin’
name I don’t remember.’
“Parrot Charlie had given mé some useful information, and joining
the data so far acquired with my knowledge of life among the rude
miners of the Klondike region, that night, sitting at the campfire, I
pieced together the following seemingly satisfactory solution of the
triple tragedy
:
“Langston, having had his suspicions as to the good faith of the
Mexicans aroused by some conversation between the two that he had
overheard previous to his departure, and fearing trouble on his return,
had hit upon an artful plan to outwit them. As he had anticipated,
the ‘doctor at the fort’ had prescribed strychnine for his real or conveniently assumed gastric disorders, and Lanky Bill had bought quite a
number of the deadly little tablets, and dissolved them in the liquor
purchased from Parrot Charlie. What he had feared, happened. When
nearing the camp, the Mexicans had ambushed him from behind the big
rocks which surrounded the place, and had killed him. They had
pounced upon his horse, eagerly attacked the new stock of provisions,
come upon the whiskey bottles, and drank deep of their contents. The
plan had been successful; Lanky Bill had most terribly avenged his
death.”

December Blasts
RAYMOND J. O’BRIEN, 713

The dreary days have come at last
With chilly rains and changing skies.

We hear the shrieking of the blast,
As o'er the autumn fields it flies.
The gale doth come from yonder height

With wailing and portentous sound,
Where forest’s leaves on knolls once bright,
Like snow flakes, totter to the ground.

O’er garden hedge the blast doth sweep
And stops to kiss, withicy mirth,

The aster pale which starts to weep
Its petal tears upon the earth.

But when the blast its force has spent
In blizzards and in storms of snow,
Spring zephyrs will again be sent
To deck the earth with flowery glow.
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Christmas
Wish

10 all our Subscribers and Advertisers, to the Staff of
Exchanges, and to its many friends, The Exponent
extends its sincere greetings for a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year.

Pitre.
Spirit
:

Christmas is, and ought to be, the greatest feast of all
the year. It is a festival when “all the world is kin,”
in remembrance of the greatest and grandest of all

gifts, that of God Himself to man. It is more than a sentiment and a
good wish, it is the nearness of finite to infinity. The Christmas spirit
is not a product of human nature; we should rather say that the noble,
generous qualities of the human heart have resulted from the celebration of Christ’s birthday. It is not man that made feast the spirit,
but the feast created the spirit in man. Christmas means Christ—in
us and in others, God with us, and all of us in God. The religious element of the day is supplemented by social features, but these must not
crowd out the essential; in other words, the seamy side of Christmas
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must be repressed. Christmas without religion is a Christmas without
power, and beauty—and without Christ,and as such it cannot endure
long. Some of our national holidays have degenerated, and the same
fate threatens Christmas if we overlook the sacred principle it embodies. “A secular Christmas is no Christmas at all,” for then the light
will shine in darkness, and the darkness will not comprehend it. A
Merry Christmas is enjoyed only by those that are humble, devout and
thoughtful of heart.
These feelings grow cold when we consider the numerous individuals suffering for want of food and bodily comforts. How many of us
turn our backs on these scenes of misery! But again, there are many
who are unselfish and possess the beautiful virtue of charity. They
find the greatest pleasure in making others happy, who cast aside
their personal ills for the sake of cheering those deprived of the necessities of life, who can take in sense of pleasure the merry laughter of
children for whom the anniversary of Christ’s birth is still a sacred
day, consecrated to joy and thanksgiving. Let us not forget Christ’s
object in becoming man. He assumed our human nature to assist us
in our daily toils, to make life on this earth bearable and to illuminate
our way to His eternal home. We who are so fortunate have every
reason to keep a happy and a merry Christmas. Make it a happy and
holy festival not for ourselves alone, but for those around us. We can
comfort one another by accomplishing some little act of kindness, not
for the sake of worldly praise, but for the sake of Him, who was destitute of friends. Let us hope that no one will ignore this appealing
feast. Whatever our memories, bitter or sweet, they belong not to the
sacred. festival, but only to ourselves. Then with feelings of love and
thanksgiving, we can adore with the humble shephcrds—Him, who
RayMmonp J. O’Brien, 715.
brought peace and good will to all men.

It was indeed with great pleasure that we observed the

oe Rear

recent magnificent demonstrations held in various
parts of the country, in which thousands of Catholic

men, from the ordinary laborer to the financier and dignified prelate,
marched in solemn procession along the principal streets of many of our
large cities, as an act of reparation for the profanation of and disre-

spect shown towards the Holy Name of God. And, yet true, is the evident fact that, in this country which glories in proclaiming to the
world its high standard of intellectual refinement and culture, men
should be so sadly deficient in their command of a suitable vocabulary
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for expressing their opinions that they must have recourse to the
shameful practice of profanity.
This degradation of the sacred name of the Deity has been in existence for centuries, but I might truly say that at no time has it been
so prevalent as at present. Asa rule, the use of profanity is resorted to

chiefly by the uneducated and lower classes whose lack of a suitable
command of expression is evinced by the fact that in expressing their
emotions in a forceful and strenuous manner, they must needs have
recourse to interlarding with filthy epithets their otherwise choppy
sentences.
Not only is the Holy Name Society seeking to eradicate profane
language, but it is also striving to purify the speech of men by abolishing the abominable use of obscene language. As a general rule, men
are careful of their speech when in the presence of women, but is this
the case when they are among themselves? The mouth may be considered as the escape valve of an overburdened heart. It is left to your
own imagination to picture the condition of a man’s soul whose mouth
is ever belching forth the excess filth of his corrupted heart.
Walk along the streets of our large cities, and there you will hear
the name of God profaned and filthy language used even by the street
urchin, whose ears are “ever open to the obscenity vomited forth from
the sinks of corrupted hearts.” Here, then, is the place to begin this
grand and noble work. Instill into the hearts of children the great
horror and shame of this vicious habit. Teach them to avoid companions who use such language, and possibly a new generation will edify
the world by its reverence for the Holy Name of God.
It is evident that the efforts of the Holy Name Society have not

been in vain, for broad-minded men of every creed have been touched
especially by the impressiveness of the monster processions. There has
recently been started in Chicago a non-denominational movement called
the Clean Language League, whose object is similar to its predecessor
and model, the Holy Name Society. It is our earnest hope and desire

to see the Holy Name Society extend its influence among all the
Catholics of this country and that the new society may spread among

the other religious denominations over which the Catrolic Church has
no influence so that within a short time the shameful use of profane
and immodest language may permanently be abolished.
H. J. Krzr, 713.
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Subscriptions

Liars

The following Alumni and Old Boys communicated
with the editor of the Subscription Department during
the past month: F. A. Stachler, 709; Leo A. Wolf, 708;

C. J. Ryan, 712; Clement M. Bauer, 712; A. J. Schaefer, ’05; Chas. A.
Wagner, ’07; Leo E. Weaver, 712; Earl J. Raney, 710; Crem J. Jaucu,
08; Henry F. Heider; Dr. J. A. AverDICcK, 772;WM. ©. Scuogn, ’07;
L. B. Quinlan, 12; Henry Walsh, ’12; Joun A. Srencer, ’87; Dr. A. J.
Moorman, 700; ‘Witrrep J. Waurer, 10; Joun M. BureMEtEr, 02;
Ellis J. Finke, ’91.

We overlooked mentioning in the last issues of the
Exponent the visit paid to his Alma Mater on SeptemWander, 05
per 9, by Witr1am Wanper, 705, of St. Louis, Mo.
Whilst in the city William was the guest of Bernarp C. HoLLENcAMP,
05. We hope at next year’s banquet, to see all the members of the 05
class reunited. Several of them have already made a name for themWilliam G.

selves in the world, and we are sure that all will have interesting accounts to give of their careers since they left the portals of Alma Mater
in 1905.

J. Clarence

J: CLarence Hocuwatt, 706, called on the manager of

Hochwalt,’06

the Athletic Association to secure several season tickets

for the basket-ball season. We would like to see a large
number of the Alumni and “Old Boys” in regular attendance at the
coming basket-ball games. If they consult the schedule published in
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the Athletic Notes, we feel confident that they will not want to miss a
single game.

Hariy 5.
Solimano, 07‘

Lovers of basket-ball at St. Mary’s will greatly miss
the familiar face of our de¥oted coach of past years,
Harry B. Solimano, ’07. Harry has secured a position in the State House that will prevent him from coaching the team
this year. We hope, however, to see him at many of the games. In
leaving, Harry bequeathed his mantle of coach to one who will undoubtedly wear it with the same success as his master—Alphonse
Mahrt.

%
Mathiad
Wagner.
M. D., ’08

"Qo
ay*
r
7
a
as
Mé
vy. Wagner,
know
n to thea2 s§sees
bodyy as
Mathiias
is
Wagner, ’08, now interne at St. Francis Hospital,
Pittsburg, Pa., was the guest of his brother, William,
for a few hours recently. Mathias was on his way to St. Louis.

Secava
Werder, 12

We heard several times during the football season from
Gerard Werder, now a student of the College of Agriculture at Pennsylvania State. Gerard played on the
State football team, and we were in hopes that he would succeed in
running down from Columbus to see his friends. It is possible that
the Pennsylvania team hastened to shake the dust of Capital City
off their feet, immediately after the unexpected issue of the StatePennsylvania game, and that Gerard was thus prevented from paying
the intended visit. How about it, Gerard?
;

it GraAuste

Students

Lawrence

W.

Srrarrner,

711,

and

AwtrpHonse

H.

Maurt, *12, are taking a post. graduate course at St.
Mary’s this year.

Our graduates and “Old Boys” who

have not been following the development of their Alma Mater in the

past few years will be surprised to learn of the opportunities for advanced study offered particularly in the newly organized Engineering
Department. We hope that the example of Lawrence Strattner and
Alphonse Mahrt will be followed by many more of ow: graduates and
“Old Boys.” Why leave the Gem City when equal and perhaps better
opportunities can be found at St. Mary’s?
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ioauan as.
Murphy, ’01

JoserH B. Murpuy, ’01, who since his graduation from
the College of Law of Notre Dame has been associated
with his brother Barry, has recently been elected to the
position of Assistant to County Prosecutor Robert Patterson. Best
wishes to you, Joe, and may your present position be the stepping-stone
to higher honors.
Hubert
Estabrook, ’10

Hubert Estabrook, ’10, now a law student at Ohio
State, visited his former professors and his brother at
the College, November 29. We are pleased to learn
that Hubert will finish his legal studies in June, 1913, and expects to
settle in Dayton. Hubert is a loyal “Old Boy,” who never comes to
town without calling on his friends at St. Mary’s.

IN MEMORIAM
Ainart

On Monday, November 11, the sad news of the death

Schrunder, 76

Of Albert Schrunder, ’76, reached the College by cablegram, transmitted by telephone from Hamiiton, Ohio.
Mr. Schrunder visited the College last August in company with his
two sons, Arnold and Ralph, whom he left at the College. The grief of
the two boys was all the more intense that it was impossible for
them to return to their far distant country, as the trip alone would
require five to six days. Only two weeks later they learned the sad
details of their beloved father’s death. He was riding from San Pedro
(Honduras) to his banana plantation when he was treacherously shot
at by two bandits, who had waylaid him. One of the bullets entered
his side and struck his spinal column. He was taken to a hospital and
operated on, but died a day later. His wife and daughter, who were
visiting in a town over 100 miles distant, returned only just in time
to view the mortal remains and attend the last rites for their dear
departed.
Two masses were celebrated in the College Chapel for the repose of
the soul of Mr. Schrunder on the following Wednesday and Thursday,

the second being a Requiem High Mass at which all the students
assisted.
The Faculty and students offer their heartfelt sympathy to Mrs.
Schrunder and her children in their bereavement. R. I. P.
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HIGHEST HONORS FOR NOVEMBER
Collegiate Department

Senior: vetters2 2624
oy tO ae Alphonse Schumacher, 88; Raymond O’Brien,
Scphomore Letters.

Robert Sherry, 90; Emil Edmondson,

Sophomore Engineering

Clement Yamashiro, 87; Leon Anderson,

Freshman Letters

Ray Grimmer, 93; Roy Grimmer,

Freshman Engineering

Al. Schmedinghoff, 96; Herbert Hook,
High School Department

Fourth High
Lyman Hill, 95; Joseph Windbiel,
RTTETT el beg
Non Eygaa
Se eel Pe a Se Celestine Hayes, 96; Charles Meyer,
Third High—B
Clifford StuhImiller, 97; Jos. Kuhn,
ReCONGMEION Aft et
Se eeePaul Ohmer, 96; Lawrence Warren,

Second High—B

Jos. Schaefer, 95; Edward Winters,

ieteeioh Ao se

ee

ee 8

First High—B
PRS dO a

eek

C. Hochwalt, 91; Wm. O’Brien,

Demdfilo Ferrero, 95; Howard Otto,
era

eta

are adArthur Grace, 91; Richard Mayl,
Business Department

Second Business
First Business

Edward Weber, 96; Law Slattery,
Harry O’Leary, 97; Sylvester Adelberg,
Elementary Department

Piwuth Grode—A.22 Hayden Hill, 91; John Trunk, 89; Irvin Koors,
Eighth Gra *e—B
Herbert Murphy, 84; Franklin Berning, 84; Aloys Unger,
Seventh Grade

Eugene Greiwe, 94; Carl Ernst,

Sixth Grade
Pert Crate. er

Minstrel
Show

Julian Greiwe, 86; Raymond Helmig, 86; L. Menninger,
ra. a
Matthew Kovaciec, 92; Aloys Werner, 91

On Sunday following Hallowe’en the Fourth Division continued
the celebration by a minstrel show and some very good microscopic pictures.

The pictures comprised scenes of Europe, and

some fine representations of the Passion Play.
which lasted about a half hour.

part:

Then followed the minstrel show,

The following members of the Dramatic Club took

William O’Brien, Edward Roth, Edward Wenstrup, Leo Kricker, Louis Kricker,

Robert Eilerman, John Trunk, Julian Greiwe and Edward Winters.
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“Fine!” “Swell!” “All right!” were heard on all sides as the
Entertainment

large crowd poured out of St. Mary’s Hall, Sunday, November 17.
The members of the Athletic Association, who for a time left the

gridiron for the stage, had just rendered “Camping Out,” a comedy in three acts,
aud needless to say, they made a “hit.”

Our famous dramatic trio, Frank Thill,

John Weigand, and Ralph Wirshing, were in their usual good form, while Obadiah
Siggens and his hopeful son were genuine “hayseeds” in action as well as in costume, and added many a hearty laugh to the general merriment. Much credit is due
to Brother George Binlein for his judicious selection of characters and the able
coaching he gave them. Following is the
PROGRAM
Piece Characteristic—A Suburban Scramble, “The Commuters”

Bendix

Synopsis—Only train to the city ahead of time. Locomotive whistle is heard, the
commuters rush madly through the fields. Great excitement among the hens,
roosters, donkeys, etc. Dogs join in the scramble. Engine-bell is heard. “All
aboard!” Returning home the commuters whistle their favorite tune—chased by a
bull—“Over the Fence You Go!”
S. M. C. Orchestra.
ACTH.
A camp in the woods. Toots on his dignity. Ireland and Africa at war. Herbert
and Dunbar meet. The talkative farmer and his son. Dinner. The tramp’s arrival.
Herbert’s reflections. The tramp drops a hint. The attempted murder. Herbert to
the rescue.
Novelette—“Sunshine and Roses”
S. M. C. Orchestra.

Scene—Same as Act I.
tions will be rendered:

ACT II.
Glee Club entertains the campers.

Heal

SCTENAUP ai santa:a( CHOPUS) 22 Ot a

b.

“The Moonlight, the Rose, and You”
Solo by Mr. Frank Garrity.
“Gunken March”
Solo by Yeichi Yamashiro.
MERGUCRY pepe. (CHOLUD). QW

The following selec-

eee eesA. Jouberti

Johann C. Schmid
(Japanese)

been ian ine ena nneaien eae eneasA. Geibel

“Tm the Guy”

Bert Grant

By the boys who put the song in sing-song.
An Idiotic Rage—‘Dance of the Lunatics”
S. M. C. Orchestra.
ACT III.
Evening Scene—Clancy and the Owl.

A frightened darkey.

The spoiled trousers

and the cigarette. Dunbar’s resolution: “I'll murder them both!” Herbert in danger. A lucky arrival. Raggles unravels a mystery. The shot. Capture. Squaring
the account.

March— Convention. City’ 2s. i050 aa eeeAllen
S. M. C. Orchestra.
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CAST OF CHARACTERS
Mr. Pemberton, President of the Empire Bank
Carl Stuber
Herbert Wells, alias Jim Parr, formerly cashier of the Empire Bank; at present
a guide
Ralph Wirsching
Curtis Dunbar, a “truly good” young man
John Weigand
G. Elliott Brayton, a sweet member of New York society
Clarence Braun
Old Obadiah Siggins, a farmer with an eye for business______________ Frank Mahoney
Young Obadiah, his son
George Shanahan
Jack Ashton, of the New York Daily Cyclone
Allen Stowell
Raggles, a tramp
Frank Thill
Dick Percival, leading actor in the Bon Ton Theatre
Frank Farrell
Dennis Clancy, an all-around man
Frank Gaynor
Toots, a negro cook
George Rigney
The
On November 20, the Commonwealth Male Quartet gave an enCommonwealth tertainment in our hall. It was a musical treat for all who
Male Quartet attended. The voices of the singers were nicely balanced in the
quartets, while the beautiful calibre of the individual voices was greatly applauded
in the solos. Mr. Carpenter’s baritone solo, “Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep,” was
especially pleasing. The piano solo entitled “The Brook” was also well rendered;
one could almost feel himself beside some purling streamlet, rippling along its winding course. The various imitations were all good, the singers not being in the least
disturbed by action. And thus, before we were aware of it, an hour and a half was
spent in listening to the delightful melodies of trained voices.
Meeting of the
Officers of Holy
Name Society
by an account of
the ensuing year

The first meeting of the officers of the Holy Name Society for
this year was held in the Zehler Library, November 23. The
minutes of the last general meeting were read and supplemented
the grand rally at the College last June. The general officers for
were elected as follows: Raymond O’Brien, President; Alphonse

Mahrt, Vice-President; Henry Klein, Secretary; Alphonse Schumacher, Treasurer,

and Robert Sherry, Librarian. The meeting was honored by the presence of Very
Rey. George Meyer, Provincial of the Society of Mary, who spoke earnestly on the
greatness of the Holy Name and counselled courage and determination in stamping
out its so prevalent abuse. Before closing the meeting Father O’Reilly announced
that next year, owing to the spread of Holy Name work in our vicinity, the grand

rally of Holy Name societies would take place on the streets of Dayton. This will
be a realization of the dream, for such it then seemed, which Brother Thomas
Mooney, an ardent enthusiast in Holy Name work, expressed some years ago.
The branch officers who have been elected for this year ars as follows:
RESIDENT STUDENTS

—

Se SASS ea NT

No.

President

Alphonse Schumacher
Gerald Dunn
Frank Mahoney

Joseph Windbiel
Charles Meyer
Robert Hanley
Holley Burch
Edward Kuntz
Edward Burke
Frank Berring
Julian Greiwe

Secretary

Treasurer

Henry Klein
Charles Shiels

Raymond O’Brien
William Avery

Allan Stowell

Paul Welch

Vincent Farrell
John Hogan
Walter Shea
George Donovan
Vincent Schlichte
Edward Busch
William O’Brien
Herbert Bohnert

Walter Wintermeyer
Ralson Morin
Harry O’Leary
Paul Wintermeyer
James Casey
Joseph Houston
Edward Winters
Leander Bohnert
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NON-RESIDENT STUDENTS

President
Martin Synett
Lyman Hill
George Kinstle
Justin Kramer
Paul Ohmer
Wilbur Yaekley
Russel’ Rosencranz
Irvin Koors
Irvin Ostendorf

Secretary
Robert Sherry
John Weigand
William Sherry
Waldron Burkhardt
Ambrose Schumacher
Raymond Carey
John Teyber
Samuel Hemsteger
John Breen

Treasurer
Ralph Wirshing
Albert Burgmeier
Norman Hochwalt
Richard Maloney
Joseph Schaefer
Matthias Cahill
William Brennan
Albert Bubolz
Raymond Helwig

,
Thanksgiving Of course, the good dinner was a great cause of our jollification
but Mr. Turkey & Co. were completely forgotten in the enter_ in the—
Third Division ;,inment of the evening. On entering our beautiful club room,
we beheld a sight that was entirely unexpected. Where before had been tables and
chairs there was now a stage, and a white curtain proclaimed the fact that pictures
were on deck. They soon came in the shape of microscopic pictures shown and explained by Mr. Edward Kuntz. There were bull fights in Mexico, scenes of summer
and winter in the Rockies and the Alps, and ancient castles of Germany and other
Brother
European countries. A greater surprise then followed in the person of
wonderful tricks.
George Heintz, the magician, who showed us just a few of his

trick.
Perhaps the most marvelous and dumbfounding of them all was the ring
convinced
Having
inspection.
for
audience
the
into
passed
Seven brass rings were
Then
themselves that there were no breaks in the rings, the boys returned them.
to
as
so
shapes,
various
in
together
them
linked
Brother George with magic skill
and
form chairs, crosses, etc. At length he dropped the united rings to the floor
Division
they were immediately separated, to the bewilderment of all. The Third
had never spent a more enjoyable evening for a long time, thanks to Brother George
Heintz and Edward Kuntz.

The Longfellow
Literary Circle

The Second Year High—B has reorganized the Longfellow Literary
Circle for the year ’12-13. The following officers were elected:

; TierJohn Devereux, President; Joseph Schaefer, Vice-President
Historian. TheLukey,
Ernst
Treasurer;
Kette,
Charles
Secretary;
Mahoney,
ney

was
Thanksgiving session was held Tuesday, November 26. The following program
Joys,”
ving
“Thanksgi
Berghoff;
W.
on,”
Proclamati
ing
Thanksgiv
“The
presented:
Should Be
T. Mahoney; “The Origin of Thanksgiving Day,” J. Schaefer; “Why We
Thankful,” J. Devereux; “Class History,” E. Lukey.

The splendid showing made

Literary
thus far assures us that this year’s circle will be a worthy successor to the
, 719.
MAHONEY
T.
Circle of the previous years.

The students contributed $17.00 during the past month. The
amount is not as large as that of October, but we trust that
December will show a larger amount than any other month, Sixth
Grade took all the honors for the past month, having an average of nine cents.
Peter’s
Pence
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The Faculty and students are grateful to Mr. Geo. Kramer, of
Geo. Kramer

the Kramer Bros. Foundry, Dayton, Ohio, for two magnificent

Boulevard Lamps which now grace and light the entrance to St.
Mary’s Hall.

Last year, Mr. Kramer donated the two beautiful lamps which have

been so much admired at the entrance to St. Joseph Hall. When the four clusters
are lighted, the Park Drive has the appearance of an avenue adjoining Central Park
or the Bois de Boulogne.
A Day-Scholar
Scholarship

The College and students are indebted to the Montgomery County
Federation of Catholic Societies for a Day-Scholar Scholarship in
behalf of a student for the priesthood. The College has established a scholarship for each parish of the city to assist students for the priesthood,
and the Catholic Federation has added one more. We are grateful to the Federated
Sccieties and hope that their example will b followd by others. What better work
of charity than to assist in forming and educating young men who will become
representatives of Christ Himself and dispensers of His graces to the poor and the
lowly
?
We wish to recall here that our loyal Alumni, Harry and Carl Cappel ,are the
donors of a Scholarship since 1907. The Cappel Scholarship was the first established
at St. Mary’s.
Mr. E, A. Deeds The Professors of Physics and Biology and the students of the
and
Physics and Biology classes join with the President in extending
Wi C:.R.:.Co.

to Mr. E. A. Deeds, Vice-President of the N. C. R. Co., their

grateful appreciation for the loan of a Balopticon used to illustrate their lectures.
The Balopticon affords wonderful opportunities in lecture work, and its presence is
rendering the study of Physics and Biology extremely interesting, as well as facilitating the comprehension by the students.
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FRANK A. THILL, 714.
FOOTBALL
met Wilmington
St. Mary’s—40 On Saturday afternoon, November 2, the Saints
unable to cope
was
Wilmington
gridiron.
Mary’s
St.
College on
Ys.
was buried under
Wilmington—0 with the speedy work of the local eleven, and
40—O in favor of
an avalanche of touchdowns, which finally resullted in the score of
part of the game,
the Red and Blue. Wilmington played spectacular ball in the first
However, this may
helding their opponents to only one touchdown in the first half.

did not enter the game
have been due to the absence of Quarterback Mahrt, who

game the Saints
till near the close of the second quarter. In the last half of the
passes and specforward
of
manipulations
clever
by
and
themselves,
seemed to find
tacular end runs by Sacksteder, succeeded in scoring almost at will.
contest, hoping
Coach Bevan put Vincent Farrell at quarter in the beginning of the
handle the
not
could
Farrell
However,
game.
the
ut
to hold him there througho
given an opteam in the best style, and it could not be expected, for he never was
under his charge.
portunity to learn his men, as the team was very seldom placed
under the
The reason for putting Farrell in charge was that Al. Mahrt was slightly
own and
its
holding
just
team
his
see
and
stand
to
weather. But “Mahrty,” unable
of the change has
no more, begged Coach Bevan to get into the fight. The result

already been alluded to.
they resorted
The system of play used by Wilmington showed little variation, as
tried by the visitors,
mostly to straight football. A number of forward passes were
the Bevan aggrebut few succeeded—a fact which speaks well for the team work of
with great success.
gation. The Saints, on the other hand, used a varied attack
the passing of
Miller and Sacksteder ripped Wilmington’s line to pieces, while
attempted.
time
every
almost
l
Mahrt to Fogarty and Devereux was successfu
Klein, in
Captain
while
game,
fine
ally
exception
an
played
center
at
“Pauly” Welsh
on the
always
was
usually
ado,
his characteristic fashion, without making much
the
Probably
close.
l
successfu
a
to
game
the
bringing
in
y
job and aided materiall
final period, when
most sensational play pulled off was Sacksteder’s end run in the
in a touchdown.
he ripped off 70 yards around Wilmington’s left end, which resulted
the only touchdown
Sacksteder and Clark worked a fake forward, which secured
work was up to its
ot the initial half, and we may here mention that Clark’s toe

the Varsity eleven, was
usual high standard. Baczenas, the regular left tackle of
lack of his defensive
the
that
probable
is
it
and
leg,
out of this game with a bad

work was felt in the first half.
the game,
It seemed strange to many of the visitors that Coach Bevan refereed

on to act in this capacbut we wish to state that Bevan was requested by Wilmingt

ity, owing to the absence of the man whose services were engaged.

Mr. Farquhar,
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coach of Wilmington, officiated as umpire, and we are confident that every
spectator
was pleased with the way in which these men filled their places. No
partiality
whatever was shown, the work being high class all the way. The line-up:
St. Mary’s—Fogarty, L.E.; Avery, L.T.; Creedon, L.G.; Welch, C.;
Clark, R.G.;
F. Farrell, R.T.; Devereux, R.E.; V. Farrell, Q; Klein (Capt.), L.H.;
Sacksteder,

R.H.; Miller, F.B.

Wilmington—Weilman, L.E.; Clevenger, L.T.; Williams, L.G.; Powers,
C.; Lowes,
R.G.; Holliday, R.T.; Truit, R.E.; Miars, Q.; Orren, L.H.;
Kelley, R.H.; Faulkner, F.B.

Substitutions—Mahrt for V. Farrell, Van Rudd for Avery, W. Avery for
F.

Farrell.

Touchdowns—Sacksteder 3, Devereux 2, Fogarty 2.
Goals from Touchdowns—Clark 4,
Referee—Bevan.

;

Umpire—Farquhar.
Time of Quarters—121% minutes.

St. Marry’s—o After a series of brilliant victories, the St. Mary’s College footvs.
ball eleven closed its sedson with a defeat, when on Saturday
Antioch—13

afternoon, November 23, Antioch defeated the Bevan warriors by

a score of 13—0. Having as a rival a team much heavier and just as skillful
in the
manipulation of the forward pass, the Saints tasted of the bitterness of defeat.
The
St. Mary’s team was without the services of Al. Mahrt at quarter, whose
vacancy
was filled by Captain Klein. This may have influenced the outcome of the game,
but
we wish to state here that being in a strange position, and having been called
in to
fill the vacancy only at the last minute, we consider the work of Klein in this
game
of the highest possible quality and worthy of commendation. It is true that
Antioch
intercepted many of our forward passes, but who will not concede that a brand new
cog in a machine is not going to run as smoothly as one all greased up and
run
smooth by long use? Captain Klein’s greatest mistake was in not resorting
more to
straight football, instead of playing an open game, for the plunges of Miller,
the

Varsity fullback, were the grandest and most effective of the season.

At one point

in the third quarter a chance to score was tossed away, when the Saints threatened
Antioch’s goal, through the consistent gains of Miller; but the tactics were
changed
to open play, and thus the chance to score was spoiled. Although changing
the
tactics was not the logical play to stage, yet does not the opposing team also expect
the logical play? Waas not the Otterbein game made a victory for St. Mary’s
by
these so-called “illogical” plays, which, in other words, amounts to outwitting
the
?
opponent
Antioch scored her first touchdown in the second period, when Fess carried the

oval for a 40-yard gain, which finally resulted in a touchdown, the goal
from which

was kicked by Fess. The other touchdown was scored in the fourth quarter,
the
field being in almost total darkness. This play ended the game and made the score
13—0 in favor of the visitors.

Fess, the quarterback, and son of the President of

Antioch, is a clever player, and was easily the individual star in the Yellow Springs
aggregation. The greatest asset Antioch had in her favor was weight, and we
are
not exaggerating when we say that we were outweighed from 15 to 20 pounds to
the
man. The line-up:

PAG ORS! 2 —

. V.
L.
J.
F.,

Smirnoff
Swift
MeMahon
Stroop

F. Avery

J. Summers
V. Farrell
. E. Edmondson,
(Megr.)

9. KF. Farrell

. P. Welch
. C. Creedon

2. W. Avery
Ba bl. art
elCrag

5. R, Bevan,
(Coach)

.
.
.
9.

L. Rottermann
W. Fogarty
A, Mabrt
H. Klein,
(Cant.)
PV Rada
. W. Miller
23. C. Greiwe
24. N, Sacksteder
5. T, Mahoney
i. J. Devereux
. M. Synnett
28. T. Hennessey
29. J. Baczenas
1912—VARSITY FOOTBALL SQUAD—1912
St. Mary’s College, Dayton, Ohio

ACADEMY FOOTBALL TEAM

Top Row—J. Farrell, J. Windbiel, F. Hillery (Mer.), B. Hetterman.
Middle Row—E. Miller, H. McEntee, C. Kelley, D. DeMaro (Capt.), J.
Kelly, T. Farrell, H. Keenan. Lower Row—J. Hogan, F. Sheridan, F.
Kovacie.

THIRD DIVISION FOOTBALL TEAM
Top Row—J.

Casey, F. Ligday, C. Braun

(Coach), E. Dillhoff, D.

Callis. Middle Row—H. Linenkugle, J. Houston, H. Burch (Capt.), F.
Gaynor, H. Wadsworth. Lower Row—W. Berghoff, E. Burke, M. Rabbitt.
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St. Mary’s—Fogarty, L.E.; Baczenas, L.T.; Creedon, L.G.; Welch, C.; Clark, R.G.;
Farrell, R.T.; Devereux, R.E.; Klein (Capt.), Q.; Avery, LH.; Sacksteder, R.H.;

Miller, F.B.
Antioch—Copas, L.E.; Wood, L.T.; King, L.G.; Patten, C.; Hide, R.G.; Jones,

R.T.; Wallace, R.E.; Fess, Q.; Luigler, L.H; Poike, R.H.; Funderberg, F.B.
Substitutions—Greiwe for Welch, Stagger for Coppas, Postle for Patten.
Touchdowns—Fess 1, Wallace 1.
Goal from Touchdown—Fess 1.
Umpire—Hughbanks (Earlham).
Referee—Ulen (Stivers).
Time of Periods—15 minutes.

Since 1912 football is now history at St. Mary’s, it would be well
in this issue of the Exponent to cast a glance backward and take
in the great events which have crowned the past season. At the
very outset we wish to state that Dayton has had in the 1912 St. Mary’s football
aggregation the best college football team ever produced in the Gem City; and secRetrospection

ondly, that Roland Bevan need take his hat off to few football coaches in the

country. The 1911 Saints put upa fine article of football, and Bevan showed class.
But in 1912 both team and coach fairly outdid themselves in perfecting an already
good gridiron machine.
Although it is a strong assertion to make, we do not think that we exaggerate
when we say that at their weight St. Mary’s had about as good a team as could be
found in the country, and such is the opinion of the sporting editor of The Dayton
News also. The manner in which the St. Mary’s athletes of 1912 met and defeated
Otterbein will long be remembered by the large crowd of spectators who witnessed
the clash at Highland Park. This certainly was a great undertaking for the Saints,
who were greatly outweighed; yet the exact kind of tactics which were needed in
this kind of play had been drilled into the boys by Coach Bevan, and to him is due
a great deal of the credit for the success of the team. The overwhelming victory
scored on St. Xavier’s this year is a very good demonstration of the merits of our
team, and its able coach. St. Xavier’s men were our equals in weight; they had
every advantage that we had, and yet the score of 40—O clearly proves the comparative strength of the two teams. The St. Xavier’s team of today vanquished the
St. Mary’s teams of yesterday, but St. Mary’s is rapidly ascending the scale, and

since it is the ambition of everyone of her gridiron warriors to earn for her a place
among the leading college football teams of the country, St. Mary’s cannot help but
“oo higher up.”
The credit for this grand work is not due altogether and solely to Bevan, for the
greatest football coach of the world could do nothing without material, but St.
Mary’s had the material of which football stars are made, and Bevan developed it.
With some heavier men to take the place of those going out this year, the chances
are the squad will keep right on improving, and that the 1913 aggregation will be
stronger than the easy running “scoring machine” of 1912.

BASKET-BALL

St. Mary’s promises to sustain her reputation of former years in the matter of
basket-ball prowess, for judging from present indications there never was a speedier
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court machine turned out in the history of the college.

The services of Coach Harry

Solimano were ‘again secured at the opening of the season, but just as the Exponent
is going to press we are confronted with the news that “Solly” has just left us to

take a position in the State House at Columbus. We certainly are pleased to hear
of Solly’s entry into politics, but somehow or other we cannot find ourselves capable
of all the joy possible over his success, for we know what a rattling good basket-ball
coach Harry is, and we hate to lose him. Nevertheless he has been with us just
long enough to round this year’s bunch into shape; he has knocked off the rough
edges and we are sure that with an occasional trip which he may make to St. Mary’s,
“Solly’s” bunch will be ready to deliver the goods just as in former years.
Twenty-five men answered the call for volunteers on the basket-ball team, each
one a star, and from this bunch of good material, Coach Solimano had his hands

full picking the eight whom he thought best.

The following are the ones who se-

cured a berth on the 1912-713 team: Al. Mahrt, Al. Schumacher (Capt.), Frank Mahoney, Clarence Braun, Henry Klein, John Devereux, Dick Pflaum and Norb. Sacksteder. Schumacher, Pflaum and Devereux will handle the position of forwards;

Klein, Mahrt and Sacksteder at guard, while Mahoney and Braun will stay at center,
the position they filled to such universal satisfaction last season.
Manager Carl Stuber has been a busy man for the past months trying to round
out the best schedule ever offered at St. Mary’s, and from the looks of things he
has succeeded admirably. The following big class attractions will be seen at the
gym during the course of the season; and as a by-word we wish to give some of the
Dayton Alumni a “tip”: Stick around, there’ll be something doing! The probable
schedule:
Dec. 6, Lafayette College; Dec. 13, Ohio Northern; Dec. 17, Medway College;
Jan. 10, Wilmington College; Jan. 17, Heidelberg University; Jan. 24, Defiance College; Jan. 29, Otterbein University; Feb. 4, Ohio State (negotiations not completed) ;
Feb. 14, Marietta College; Feb. 19, Cincinnati Friars; Feb. 28, Denison University;
March 7, Central Mennonite College; March 14, Cincinnati Friars.

THIRD DIVISION
The III Division football squad, under the guidance of Coach Braun, rounded out
into a classy bunch. A little matter of giving away weight never feazes them, and
rarely, if ever, have they met a team that was equal or less in weight than themselves.
III Division—12

On Thursday, November 14, the III Division Regulars stacked up

WSecc..
against the heavy Parker High eleven. Although outweighed at
:
‘
J
Parker High—0 least ten pounds to the man, they outplayed
their opponents in
every department of the game.

The line plungings of Berghoff and the kicking of

Houston are events that will go down into the annals of III Division history. Quarterback Gaynor is largely responsible for the victory by the manner in which he
handled the team while on the field.

Association football has started with a vim and vigorthat proAssociation
Football

nounces great success for the season in the III Division. The
race for the pennant promises to be a tight one, for of the four

games already played two have resulted in atie.

H. BURCH.
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FOURTH DIVISION
On Thursday, November 14, the Minims hooked up with First
High and decisively defeated them. Berning played his usually
good game at full, though his work scarcely surpassed that of
Eilerman and Decker. O’Brien showed up as well at quarter as Berning did at full.
Minims—21
vs.
I High—o

Minims—21
On Saturday, November 16, the Minims kept up their winning
vs.
streak by defeating the Walnut Hills Cubs. Outweighed and
W. H. Cubs—o outplayed, the Cubs had no chance to score. The work of Moran
at end and Edmondson at tackle was a treat. The backs played a very good defensive game.
Lilliputians—16 On Thursday, November 21, the Lilliputians of the Fourth Division
vs.
defeated the Dayscholars, 16—0. The feature of the game was a
Dayacholars—0 goal by the drop-kick route. The line held well, and Ernst dropped a pretty one over from the 25-yard line. Satalia was good at bucking, being
good for from five to ten yards each time. Ruh ran Satalia a clase second in line
bucking prowess.
EK. WINTERS.

st

What Even the Wisest Relish

¢

WHAT THE BOYS WANT FROM SANTA
Bill Avery—Just two big teeth to replace the ones he swallowed
Foos—aA college where he does not have to go to class.
Devereux—Just one more letter postmarked “Lexington” and someone to meet
him at the train.
Andy—A private secretary and a United States Directory, and an immunity bath.
Pinky—A running suit and another trip home.
Miller—Someone to show him a town as good as Lima, and then some more
newspaper boost.
Grimmer Twins—Name plates so the fellows can tell them apart.

Hart—A piece of rope to tie the little bull outside.
Bemis—Some Prince Albert cans and an infirmarian to attend to his toe.
Dick—A pennant-winning bowling team.
Big Med—A sack of that good old Kentucky “Bull Durham.”
Little Med—Warm weather all winter, and a paper of safety-pins.
McMahon—A Gem Junior, and a few extra days after Christmas.
O’Brien—A tonic to make him keep a straight face.
Neary—A waiter to serve breakfast on the fourth floor.
Neversweat—A dumb-waiter at the center table.

Rudd—An extra nose guard, and a spool of thread.
Stowell—Several padlocks to keep his mattress on the bed, and a bottle of blonde
hair tonic.
Stewart—A valet to press his checkered vests, an alarm clock extra loud, and a
real complexion.
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Stuber—Prince Albert cans for the big room and a new remedy for epileptic fits.
Twinkle—Just a little more strong arm so he can hurt James’ feelings.

Keenan—A new pair of full-grown trousers to match his socks.
Shuey—Another chance to display his oratorical abilities, and an epistle from
S. M. of W.
Thill—A pair of boxing-gloves, and a manager.
Schmede—A chance to meet Willie Hoppe.
Paulie—A nose built closer to his face, and someone to buy his Jew derby.
Little Willie—Several new pairs of snag-proof trousers or overalls, anda little
more time.
Yama—An automatic hair brush and a genuine meerschaum pipe.
Dunn—A sponge to soak up Latin, and a village bell(e).
Braun—Somebody’s goat or a ticket to Chicago.
Johnnie Bull—A book on “How to play basket-ball.”
Shiels—Definition of dramatics.
Freeman—An extra small, made-to-order cap that will not fall over his ears.
Foggy—A few extra days to hunt Bunny.
Macklin—A job ushering the fair ones at the lectures.
Klein—A good Hebrew name for his new derby.
Smirnoff—A good remedy for losing hair.
Kramer—A vanity box.

Mahrt—A razor.
Sacksteder—Another tour to Caldwell.
Kuntz—A fashion book.
E. Hall—Papa’s consent.
Bosler—A real automobile.
Synnett—A new voice, and a new mind.
E. Rottermann—Closer residence to S. M. C.
Agnew—When will I see the point?

FOOSY STUDIES SOMETHING EVERY DAY
Foosy studies something every day,
But he doesn’t care what the fellows say;
For he’s always on the hop
In his zeal to reach the top.

Foosy studies something every day.
Foosy studies something every day,
And he doesn’t like to stay away;
Foosy hardly dares to miss a chance;
Tasks and tests—he gets them at a glance;

Foosy studies something every day.
Foosy studies something every day,
Though we know he much prefers to play;
For when he wins the game by lengthy punts,
His books are lost by homeward stunts,

That’s how Foosy studies something every day.
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Foosy studies something every day,
And the holidays are not so far away.
So he plans to start this very day,
But the Prexy he says, “Nay,”

Don’t you study something every day?
Oh! Foosy studies something every day,
But of late, his heart is full of dire dismay,

For he feels the pain of daily work,
And the written tests he cannot shirk;
That’s how Foosy studies something every day.

GRUMP TONIC
With all due respect to the speedy football squad of 1912, we venture to state
that Chef Stuber and his assistants had much to do with the finances of the season.
If it takes three balls of string to wrap up a loaf of bread, how many pancakes
will it take to shingle a doghouse?
Come on, fellows; take a look at the new shower-baths.

Hughbanks, where did you learn to umpire a football game?
Yarna, please sing that song in English.
There is a young man named Stube’,
As ignorant and blind as a boob;
But to manage a team he is there with the cream,
And he proved to the boys he’s no rube.
Can the bull.

Oh, you Bevan!
Of a cute little fellow named Pink,

I hardly know what to think;
He tore up the ground,
On the cinder-track round,

And put Pfeifer’s time on the blink.
Who put the knees in sneeze?
Pinky, how about those ads. for the program?
for an elephant,
If it takes 100 yards of baby ribbon to make a pair of pajamas
shingle?
a
break
to
drop
to
have
how far will a cranberry
We were built more for comfort than speed.

Brayton, have you an extra cigarette?
Root, you boob, root!
Beautiful spring days of December!
me enough money
Dear Father:—If you want to see me Christmas, please send
son,
loving
Your
home.
to get
on season tickets.
Remember, fellows, the Academy has special rates

Cheer up, you'll soon be dead.
You should have hada split.
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Who has a Saturday Evening Post?
Do your Christmas shopping in Urbana.
You ain’t sick nor nothin’, be you?
Chicago.
Do you smell that oxygen?

Of all the words of tongue or pen,
The saddest are these, “I’ve flunked again.”
Hard lines, Solly; the team will miss you.
Put it on the bill.
Spend, and the bunch is with you;
Go broke and you are alone;
For when you are down, no one will know you,
Until you get money from home.

Get your seats reserved at the Burkhardt & Rottermann drug store.
Best wishes of the season.
“Old Man: “Young man, if you continue to use such slang youmust go out into
cold world.”

The Kid:

“Now, don’t get icy or I might skate on you.”

FOOTBALL SHAKESPEARIANA
“Down! Down!”—Henry V.
“Well placed.”—Henry V.
“An excellent pass.”—The Tempest.
“A touch, a touch, I do confess.”—Hamlet.

“I do commend you to their backs.’”—Macbeth.
“More rushes!

More rushes!”—Henry IV.

“Pell-mell, down with them.”—Love’s Labor Lost.

“This shouldering of each other.”—Henry VI.
“Being down, I have the placing.”—Cymbeline.
“Let him not pass, but kill him rather.”—Othello,
“°Tis sport to maul a runner.”—Antony and Cleopatra.
“T’ll crack it ere it comes to ground.”—Macbeth.
“We must have bloody noses and cracked crowns.”—Henry IV.

“Worthy sir, thou bleedest; thy exercise has been too violent.”—Coriolanus.
“It’s the first time I ever heard breaking of ribs was sport.”—As You Like It.
—Dayton Journal, Dee. 3.
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_ SODALITY OF OUR LADY, STUDIES IN THE DOCUMENTS, by ELDER
MULLAN, S. J. New York, P. J. Kenedy & Sons. 1912. 326 pp., $2.75.
The study in the documents of “The Sodality of Our Lady” is an elaborate and
erudite work divided into two parts. The first part is composed of historical matter
drawn from the great mass of data available in print on the subject in question.
Nothing, however, has been embodied that is not of authentic evidence.

Neverthe-

less, the first part is not considered essential to the treatment. The second part,
and this constitutes the essence of the work, contains the documents bearing on the
Sodality, whether emanating from the Holy See, or from the Father General of the
Scciety of Jesus. The Documents are in all cases faithfully reproduced in the
original language from authentic sources. The aim of the volume is to present a
trustworthy copy of the Church law and decisions on the Sodality of Our Lady, and
as such, help to promote acquaintance with so admirable an institution and encourage those charged with the care of sodalities to cherish and foster them more and
more to the greater glory of God and the honor of our Queen and Mother.
MIRIAM LUCAS, by CANON SHEEHAN.

New York, Longmans, Green & Com-

pany. 1912. 470 pp., $1.35 net.
The book presents the life history of an Irish girl, who finds herself a pariah
among her equals, due to some mystery relative to her parentage. Tabooed by
“Society,” she finds sympathy and affection among the poor, because of her defense

of their rights. Opposed by her cruel guardian, a modern, cold-hearted business man,
who fails to find her a tractable paion, she escapes. Arriving in New York, she finds
her long-lost mother, after having gone through some varied experiences. Another
happiness soon follows in finding the man, who as her husband is destined to lift the
curse from her home at Glendarragh. If the author intended to present a picture of
realism, he has failed. Mistakes in details, and lack of character development,

would make the work inferior to the author’s former novels.

Bue we believe the

writer to have had another object in view. Considered ideally, the book is a prose
epic of the great social question. All the characters introduced are types, each pre-

sented in that “weakness of being,” which certainly characterizes all “would-be reformers and philanthropists who have from the first days of Christianity sought to
improve on the words of Eternal Wisdom.” Fromaliterary point of view, the book
abounds in passages that alone would place the author high up in the ranks of
literary men.

FAUSTULA, by JOHN AYSCOUGH. New York, Benziger Brothers. 1912. 434
pp-, $1.35 net.
John Ayscough’s new novel takes its name from the chief character of the story—
Faustula, a beautiful, clever Roman girl. The unquiet days of the decaying Roman
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Empire, when Julian the Apostate was vainly trying to crush growing Christianity
and revivify dying Paganism, serve as setting for the tragic life of Faustula.
Forced, against her will, through the treachery of her brother, and cowardice of het
father, the girl becomes a Vestal. She does not accept her lot contentedly, for she
speaks and thinks with little reverence for god or goddess, and still less for their
servants. Fulfilling her offices with cold indifference, she rouses the jealousy and
suspicion of the Vestalis Maximus, who sets out spies to watch the movements of the girl. Tacita, the Vestalis Meximus, is not entirely surprised then to
hear Faustula proclaim herself Christian before the thronged amphitheatre. Tacita
has another, more awful, death for Faustula,—burial alive.

“But God, who had

taken her long will for deed, sent Fabian, the only friend of her desolate orphaned
years, to release her from her prison house.” The book’s strong points are the
father and daughter—Faustulus and Faustula— both characters that are indelibly
impressed on the memory of the reader.

THE EUCHARIST AND CHRISTIAN PERFECTION. Fourth Series of Extracts
frem the Writings and Sermons of Venerable Pierre-Julien Eymard, Founder of the
Congregation of the Most Blessed Sacrament. New York. The Sentinel Press. 1912.
672 pp., cloth $0.50.
This book of the saintly apostle of the Holy Eucharist is introduced to the
reader by an “Approbation” from the pen of Cardinal Gibbons. Among other in- structive and laudatory remarks, the Cardinal has this to say: “The whole code of
Christian perfection was first preached by Christ in His sermon on the mount. Pére
Eymard has taken those bare, fundamental principles, and clothed them with the
Eucharistic spirit. . . . He points with all the warmth and enthusiasm of a
great preacher to the Sacred Host as the grand model of every Christian virtue.”
Ir point of fact, the book before us is the record of a retreat preached by Pére
Eymard to the Congregation of the Brothers of St. Vincent de Paul. The order in
which the instructions were given is not, however, strictly adhered to, as the book

is intended “rather for spiritual reading than for meditations of retreat.” Like all
the writings of Pére Eymard, “The Eucharist and Perfection” is filled with that
wonderful spirit of devotion toward our Eucharistic Master, which was altogether
peculiar to the saintly priest.

The keynote of this spirit cannot be better expressed

than in Pére Eymard’s own remarkable words to his followers: “You must be only
human shadows, and, as it were, the appearances of which the Eucharist is the substance.”
THE MOUNTAIN DIVIDE, by FRANK H. SPEARMAN. New York, Charles
Scribner’s Sons. 1912. 319 pp., $1.25 net.
You must hand it to Mr. Frank Spearman as master of western story telling. In
his newest tale, “The Mountain Divide,” we are again treated to a vivid, graphic
narrative of hard riding, of skillful maneuvering and deadly gun play that bind the
reader’s attention from the first chapter to the last. There is something doing every
minute.
HOMILETIC AND CATECHETIC STUDIES, by A. MEYENBERG, Canon and
Professor of Theology in Lucerne. Translated from the Seventh German Edition by
the Very Rev. Ferd. Brossart, V. G. New York, Frederick Pustet & Co. 1912.
845 pp., $3.50.
This is a book in a class all by itself, filling the proverbial long-felt want and
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filling it well. By undertaking the laborious task of translator, the Rev. Brossart
has put the clergy not only of the present day, but of the future as well, under
great obligations. The popularity that Dr. Meyenberg’s work has obtained in both
Germany and Switzerland, where there is assuredly no dearth of such literature, may
be judged from the fact that the demand for it has occasioned seven editions in
about as many years. And a cursory glance at the table of contents will convince
the English-speaking members of the clergy that the translation is a genuine
treasure-trove. The volume appeals alike to the seminarian, to the incipient preacher
and to the zealous pastor of souls. It does not follow the wake of so many books
that crowd the market today, and present a number of sermons for special occasions,
nor yet schemes and plans and ideas for sermons, but it does combine a very practical view of sacred eloquence with an admirable and exhaustive study of the sources.
The author’s treatise on Holy Scripture is especially of incalculable value, his aim
being to impress on the mind of the reader that Holy Scripture is the first book for
sermons. Moreover, the instructive homiletic and practical viewpoints that he establishes will mightily stimulate the preacher to personal work for the pulpit. 1t
is our fervent wish and prayer that God’s blessing insure for this precious volume a
wide circulation; particularly that it be adopted in those institutions that have the
fermation of our young priests, both secular and regular, in hand, so that Homiletics
and Catechetics soon assume on the curriculum the rank and position that they deserve and that the needs of the time demand.
REASONABLE SERVICE, OR WHY I BELIEVE, by D. I. LANSLOTS, O. S. B.
St. Louis, B. Herder. 1912. 177 pp., $1.00.
This is a very useful book to put into the hands of such persons as think that
religion is a mere superstition of weak minds, that to believe it is necessary to renounce one’s reason, that, in short, religion is anything but a supremely reasonable
service given to the Creator of all. The principal truths set forth are the existence
of God and the divinity of Christ. These are treated in a popular manner. The
author does not weary his reader by citing and answering numerous futile and silly
objections, but exposes his doctrines with all the brilliancy of truth; error vanishes
before truth as darkness in the presence of light.
ST. AUGUSTINE, BISHOP OF HIPPO, 354-430. (Notre Dame Series.) St.
Louis, B. Herder. 1912. 294 pp., $1.25.
The first thing that arrests the attention in this book is the fine frontispiece, a
reproduction of Scheffer’s “St. Augustine and St. Monica.” The picture seems to
announce the “tone” of the whole book, and the reader is not disappointed. The
account of the Saint’s career as presented in the present volume is one that will
appeal to the careful and critical reader. The “Confessions” have been freely drawn
upon, and the role of St. Monica receives due prominence. The best modern sources
of information have also been called into requisition, notable among them Cardinal
Newman’s “Church of the Fathers.” The reader who peruses this book attentively
will come from it with an amount of information about the Saint, his times and

surroundings, and his place in the church, which could hardly be otherwise found
collected in a single handy volume as the one under review. The external make-up
of the book is also in excellent taste. Sevn high grade illustrations are distributed
over the book and add much to its value and attractiveness.
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RETREATS FOR THE PEOPLE, by C. PLATER, 8S. J. St. Louis, B. Herder,
1912. 293 pp., $1.50 net.
In this volume, handsomely illustrated, the author portrays the history of retreats in various countries. Nowadays more than ever before, the Catholic laity, of
beth sexes and of all social classes, are called upon to play a magnificent réle in the
“deepening of spiritual life” in the world around them. And they are admirably
fitted for this mission by the work of retreats for the people. These retreats are no
longer a spiritual luxury only for the clergy, the religious, and the leisured and wellto-do classes, but are within the reach of the poorest of all ages. It is interesting
to learn that the author of this book was the first to give a successful impulse to
retreats in England, and in our own States the same work chiefly under the guidance of the Jesuits is producing gratifying results. The movement is one that is
bound to grow with years and to aid in solving the many social questions that confront us.

ENGLISH LYRICAL POETRY, by EDWARD BLISS REED. New Haven, Yale
University Press. 1912. 616 pp., $2.25 net.
All students of literature, but especially teachers of English, will warmly welcome the appearance of the history of English Lyrical Poetry, for the very simple
reason that as yet we have nothing of its kind on the market, and that it supplies
a long-felt want.

The author, assistant professor of English at Yale, cannot be too

highly complimented for his erudite work. It reveals a painstaking resarch, and
anu intimate knowledge of the lyric poetry of all the great world-literatures and their
influence, direct or indirect, upon the birth of our own English lyrics. Anyone reading Chapter III will have to admit this assertion. As a critic in regard to lyrical
poetry, the author manifests a singularly unerring insight. After reading this work,
we too will agree with the author that lyric poetry has not yet exhausted itself,
and that perhaps in the near future we will witness the rise of a new lyric poet.
This work deserves to take its place as a text book side by side with the history of
the Novel and the history of the Drama in all colleges and universities.
YALE BOOK OF VERSE.
University Press.

1912.

Edited by Thomas R. Lounsbury.

New Haven, Yale

LVIII and 570 pp.

Within the compass of over 550 pages a great many poems can be gathered. Yet
the editor does not at all boast that the purpose of his book is to comprise within
its bounds whatever is truly. beautiful and admirable among the minor poems of
the English language. It is the fate of all undertakings of such a nature to be incomplete, and owing to the diversity of taste and to the limitations of the author’s
knowledge, never to be wholly satisfactory to all, not even to the compiler. Hence,
in a very interesting introductory essay on anthologies, that will merit the pains of
a serious perusal, the editor frankly acknowledges that “the work represents his
own taste, or if critics so prefer it, his want of taste.” We, however, would wish

te amend the last phrase so as to make it read—his want of bad taste.

He fully

concedes that creative power is far from implying critical judgment, and hence, instead of basing himself on the utterances of any one genius concerning his fellowartists,—“the revelation of whose likes and dislikes is often more entertaining than

edifying,’—he agrees with Aristotle, the acutest of all observers and thinkers, that
in the matter of music and poetry, the opinion of the people at large is far more
worthy of respect than the decision of seemingly the greatest authority. Nor js
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he at all a slave of public opinion as is clearly demonstrated by his decided notions
concerning certain popular selections found in almost all other collections of verse.
All in all, a valuable addition to any library.
THE LITTLE CARDINAL, by OLIVE KATHARINE PARR. New York, Benziger
Brothers. 1912. 241 pp., $1.25.
A story of a great Cardinal’s love for the children of his diocese, and especially for one—Uriel Adair. Uriel found his way into the Cardinal’s heart through
his generous responses to a letter which the Cardinal had adddressed to all the
Catholic children of London, asking them to help the homeless, helpless children of

the city. Uriel’s contributions to this fund were silver, gold, and his life. These
furnish the subject of the present story, remarkable both in content and form.
CHRIST’S TEACHING CONCERNING DIVORCE, by F. E. GIGOT. New York,
Eenziger Brothers. 1912. 282 pp., $1.50 net.
The object of the present exegetical study, based upon the earliest documents of
Christianity, is to vindicate the attitude of the Roman Catholic Church in regard to
divorce. The Catholic Church alone upholds the indissoluble nature of Christian marriage, and the examination of the various passages of the sacred books of the New
Testament, as set forth by the author in the present volume, clearly show that her
teaching is identical with that of her Divine Founder. This study, moreover, reveals
the wrong position of the Anglicans, who, it appears, basing themselves on St.
Matthew’s text, permit divorce in one single case, namely, for unfaithfulness. To
all unbiased minds the outcome of this study is final and conclusive. Christ condemns as adulterous remarriage after separation of husband and wife who have con-

summated their valid conjugal union.
THE WOMAN HATER, by JOHN ALEXANDER HUGH CAMERON. New York,
Christian Press Association Publishing Co. 1912. 297 pp., $1.25.
In this book the author has cleverly succeeded in portraying a unique character
that bids fair to outlive the allotted season of the best sellers. With scarcely the
semblance of a plot binding together its several chapters, it is not a book to be read
at one sitting, but rather one of those godsends that may be lingered over at intervals to charm away the dull week-day cares of this strenuous age. The hero of the
book, a quaint old Scotch sea captain and former smuggler, proves to be an always
interesting entertainer, full of broad philosophy, kindly humor and rollicking stories.

To us the title appears to be somewhat of a misnomer, for the old sea-dog has a
heart so big and generous that the needy, even though they belong to “those cussed
daughters of the human race,” can always find his purse-strings. Mr. Cameron has
demonstrated his right to take rank among the foremost of Canadian writers. His
book belongs to the distinctly healthy kind, and can awaken in the reader’s mind no
other suggestions but those that are wholesome and manly.
TANGLES, by MARGARET CAMERON.
368 pp., $1.30 net.

New York, Harper & Brothers.

1912.

Here are fifteen tales of as many farcical incidents that happened in the lives of

some very interesting, good-natured people. Interest and laughter grow with each
succeeding story, forcing the reader to get at the next and then to the next down
to the very last—“The Forlorn Hope.” There is real delight in following the dexterous author, as, magician-like, she disentangles each new tangle.
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KEN WARD IN THE JUNGLE, by ZANE GREY. New York, Harper & Brothers.
1912. 309 pp., $1.25.
This is the fourth book of the Ken Ward Series by Zane Grey. Having mastered the timber pirates of the Southwest, laid low the wild beasts of the West,
Ken Ward, an Eastern lad, looks for new worlds to conquer. His choice falls upon
the tropical jungles of Mexico. Here, too, he does successful work, but only after
thrilling adventures and hair-breadth escapes. As a reward for his success in the
jungles, Ken and his companions are promised a trip to Africa, where, no doubt, he
shall be as victorious over the lions and elephants as he was over the Mexican peccary and jaguar.
PAUL RUNDEL, by WILL N. HARBEN. New York, Harper & Brothers. 1912.
412 pp., $1.30 net.
A book of absorbing interest, with a big theme and with a plot that is masterfully developed. Mountainous Georgia, with its strong-charactered and passionate
inhabitants, is the setting of this tale. The theme is the regeneration of Paul
Rundel and his mission of reform among the hardy mountaineers of Grayson. Again
and again throughout the tale this truth is reiterated: “Often things that seem
worst really are best in the end;” and, “There is no other design than good—infinite
good—behind sorrow, trouble and agony.” ‘The character of Paul Rundel is especially well drawn, and the reading of his life-tale will impart healthy moral lessons
to the attentive reader. “Paul Rundel,” in our estimation, is by far the best work
Will Harben has yet done.

THE NET, by REX BEACH. New York, Harper & Brothers. 1912. 333 pp.,
$1.30 net.
Although Rex Beach has written a number of rattling good stories, we think he
has never done any better work than in “The Net.” The book is simply irresistible
in its interest. Breathlessly we follow the thrilling adventures of the hero,
Norvin Blake, in his mighty struggle against the strong and widespread Mafia
charming
society, and sympathetically we follow the course of his love for the
well
Margherita Ginini through paths that few lovers have to tread. The plot is
the style is
rounded out and skillfully handled, the characters are well drawn, and

for
vigorous and finished. All in all, “The Net” is the finest romance we have read
a long while.
PIONEER BOYS OF THE GREAT LAKES, by HARRISON ADAMS. Boston,
L. C. Page & Company. 1912. 345 pp., $1.25.
This is a secona story dealing with the further adventures of the two sons of
and
David Armstrong, frontiersman. Boys should find the book both interesting
the
concerning
n
informatio
with
packed
and
deeds
daring
of
full
is
it
for
,
instructive
ways and lives of our early adventurous pioneers.

THE RED BUTTON, by WILL IRWIN.
pany. 1912. 370 pp., $1.30 net.

Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill Com-

Captain Hanska has been, to all seeming, murdered in his rooms.

Suspicion falis

successively on a young fellow-boarder, a visitor of the Captain’s on the fateful
evening, and finally on two Spaniards, brother and sister. A small, red shoe-button
leads the clew to these last. The mystery is cleared and all things turned out well
for everybody through the ingenuity of an ex-medium, Rosalie Le Grange.
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THE FOUR MEN, by HILAIRE BELLOC. Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1912. 310 pp., $1.25 net.
An account of the pilgrimage of four men who accidentally meet on the edge of
their home county, Sussen, and who resolve together to tramp through its beloved
borders, to revisit the scenes that memory still holds dear. It takes them four days
to accomplish their design, and as we accompany them step by step, or sit by their
side in the public inns, we listen to their stories, join in their songs, help them make
verses, laugh with them at politics and tenderly recall first loves. Then once more
on the dusty familiar country road, the conversation takes a more sombre trend,

life’s deepest questions are posed again, and finally death sets us all a-musing. But
above all, the great and beautiful word “home,” with all the fond memories of the
past, when youthful fancy invested everything with romance,—this “home” that we
have left long since and never revisited, takes on a new loveliness; it grows more

dear and insistently calls us back, even though we know that things have all
changed. Mr. Belloc is one of recognized present-day masters of style—the book
sustains his reputation—only a skilled artist could have produced it. Owing to its
intense local coloring, it should be of absorbing interest to the British reader, though
the American will find much to appreciate.
THE MIDLANDERS, by CHARLES TENNEY JACKSON. Indianapolis, The
Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1912. 386 pp., $1.35 net.
A novel founded on the problems and characters of the great Middle West. The
author constitutes himself the exponent of the progressive and insurgent present,
which he picturesquely characterizes as the Tramp of the Young Men up the Hill.
Hence, the book would scarcely appeal to the general reader, even though the plot
is quite intricate, the characters well drawn and a very hazardous situation that
eenfronts the chief actors is delicately brought to a happy and triumphant conclusion. The interest is uniformly maintained, and with here and there, however, a
faint undercurrent of prosiness—an almost inevitable danger when authors seek to
solve problems and at the same time hope to charm.
IN THE SERVICE OF THE KING, by GENEVIEVE IRONS. London, Catholic
Truth Society. 1912. 148 pp., 1s 6d.
An English Catholic story for girls. How four girl chums, a promising artist, a
rising musician, a coming writer, and a generous heart are all finally led into the
service of the king—is happily told by Genevieve Irons in her very and all too brief

story, “In the Service of the King.”

The plot is light, the interest lying chiefly in

the well-drawn pictures of English home elife, and the discussion of pertinent Catho-

lic questions.
MANUAL OF EXPERIMENTAL BOTANY, by FRANK OWEN PAYNE, M. Sec.

Cincinnati, American Book Company.

1912.

$0.75.

This book teaches Botany by experimentation, which is at once the most practical method and the one most likely to arouse interest. If until late years Botany
and Zoology were not popular, it was largely due to the faulty methods employed
in teaching, which were too abstract in their manner of presenting the esubject.
Since the physiological problems have been studied more closely, Botany and Zoology
have taken their places beside Physics and Chemistry in the experimental sciences.
This Manual of Experimental Botany is up to date and not too vast as an introduc-
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tion into the stuay of Botany. Many cuts are given, which are well chosen, to illustrate the most important physiological laws to impress them upon the student’s
memory. The student will readily comprehend from the work indicated, that the
plant needs to be nourished, that it grows, that it responds to outside influences, that

it contains some inner guiding principle, that it serves as a converter and storeheuse of energy without which animal were impossible. He realizes that the plant
possesses a certain something, neither material nor energy, which distinguishes it
from innate matter, and which we conveniently call life. He will convince himself
of it by his own personal work and become interested in the various forms in which
this life manifests itself. This is the end of Speculative Botany. The book is a
pronounced success.
GENERAL SCIENCE, by BERTHA M. CLARK, Ph. D.

Book Company.

1912.

Cincinnati, American

363 pp., $0.80.

This book will be helpful to anyone who wishes to look intelligently at things
about him in life. It makes the chief points taught by yarious sciences comprehensibie for the mind that has not had opportunity for further development in them. The
book will be welcomed by such as advocate a cause in General Science, when the
limited time at school does not permit a thorough scientific course.
FIFTY FAMOUS PEOPLE. A Book of Short Stories. By JAMES BALDWIN.
Cincinnati, American Book Company. 1912. 190 pp.
A delightful book for children of the fifth and sixth grades. The stories are not
biographical, but rather characteristic of the life of the subject. “In each of the
stories there is a basis of truth and an ethical lesson which cannot fail to have a
wholesome influence.” Some of the famous people written of are Lincoln, Lee, Longfellow, Franklin, James Hogg, Paul Revere, Israel Putnam, Washington, West,
Webster, King Alfred, Cynes, Alexander, Coriolanus, St. Francis, and Caredman.

A HISTORY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE, by WILLIAM B. CAIRNS, Ph. D.
New York, Oxford University Press. 1912. 502 pp.
This history is a work prepared for students and the general reader.

The author

divides the history of American literature into five periods—the Colonial Time, the
Revolutionary Period, the Early Nineteenth Century, the Central Period, and Recent
Years. Im each of the five periods the author uses the geographical classification,
which is probably the best for the general reader. Stress is laid upon general movements in literature as reflecting changes in national life, and upon some lesser
authors as showing these movements to a greater degree than authors of greater
note.
OUR LITTLE POLISH COUSIN, by FLORENCE E. MENDEL.

Boston, L. C.

Page & Company. 1912. 147 pp., $0.60.
In this work the authoress presents in a vivid manner the wonderful phenomena

seen in nature, especially in the country of the Poles. We see depicted the lofty
mountains, the pleasant vales and the beautiful lakes that greatly add to the
legends, superstitious practices and the peculiar mode of living of the Polish people.
The book is written in a delightful vein of description with a taste and charm that
broadens and prepares the youthful minds for the appreciation of good, wholesome
literature when they grow older.
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OUR LITTLE DANISH COUSIN, by LUNA MAY INNES. Boston, L. C. Page &
Company. 1912. 154 pp., $0.60.
This unique volume is sure to captivate the young hearts and leave a lasting
impression on their plastic minds. Valdemar, a Danish youth, possesses an exceptional talent for sculpturing, and through the efforts of his uncle, he is requested to
mold a statue of the Prince. Valdemar is successful, and in payment for his art he |
receives a liberal education from the Prince and financial assistance. The authoress
paints for us a beautiful picture of the Danish country with its snow-clad peaks and

its clear, reflecting lakes.

JACK LORIMER, FRESHMAN, by WINN STANISH. Boston, L. C. Page &
Company. 1912. 302 pp., $1.50.
This is the sixth volume of the Jack Lorimer Series for boys, and indeed is
worthy of our admiration. The very appearance of the book will captivate the
hearts of youths, who possess a great love for outdoor athletics. The author in a
pleasing manner presents us with the lively happenings of Jack, who recently graduated from Millvale High-and now enters the Freshman year at Exmouth, one of the
leading colleges of the East. The book is typical of the American college boy’s life,
and there is a lively story, interwoven with feats on football field, on basket-ball
court, on the baseball diamond, and other clean, honest sports for which our hero

stands.

THE YOUNG APPRENTICE, by BURTON E. STEVENSON. Boston, L. C. Page
& Company. 1912. 371 pp., $1.50.
Like the other volumes of the Railroad Series, the author presents us with a
story that surpasses all others in interest and sure to awaken our imagination.
Jim Anderson, the hero of the story, possesses a wonderful talent for machinery; he
fosters an ideal to attain renown in the mechanical world, but he lacks the necessary
means to further his end. Forced by heart-rending circumstances, he becomes an
apprentice in the P. & O. shops, but the fire of ambition he never permits to be extinguished through the grind of hard labor. He unravels with his masterly mind all
crimes perpetrated against the officials of the plant, who in turn present him a
scholarship at a training school at Altoona, Pennsylvania, where he prepares himself
to become a master mechanic.
THE TRAINING OF CHILDREN.
WIRT DINSMORE.

A Book for Young Teachers.

Cincinnati, American Book Company.

1912.

As the sub-title indicates, the book is intended for young teachers.
teachers, however, will find old things in new dress.

rom the various chapters of this book.

By JOHN

336 pp.

Experienced

Parents: also can learn much

To anyone desiring information concerning

the nature and development of the human mind, its needs, its manifestations, its

inclinations, at the same time agreeing with the author in his viewpoint, will find
much that is clear and expressed in terms with which they are familiar.
THE RULE OF ST. CLARE, AND ITS OBSERVANCE IN THE LIGHT OF
EARLY DOCUMENTS, by FR. PASCHAL ROBINSON, 0. F. M. Philadelphia, The
Dolphin Press.

1912.

32 pp., $0.10.

The present essay by the scholarly Fr. Paschal Robinson is, as the title indicates,
a critical history of the Rule of St. Clare. The writer, well-known for his knowledge
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of Franciscan documents, has thrown light upon the very complex and controversial
question of early Seraphic legislation. The essay is a contribution to the Seventh
Centenary of the Saint’s Call in the Lent of the year 1212.
CARDINAL BOURNE. A Record of the Sayings and Doings of His Eminence,
Francis, 4th Archbishop of Westminster. New York, Benziger Brothers. 1912. 143
pp-, $0.90.
In a concise but sympathetic manner the author relates in twelve pages the principal facts in the life of Cardinal Bourne. The remaining 120 pages contain the
Sayings of the Pastor on Subjects of the Day. The twenty-two illustrations give
the book an additional interest. Ail who are expecting much good for the Church
in England through the Cardinal of Westminster, will be encouraged in their hopeful
anticipations by reading this book.
THE FORTUNES OF THE LANDRAYS, by VAUGHAN KESTER.
The Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1912. 481 pp., $1.35 net..

Indianapolis,

Owing to the -popularity that “The Prodigal Judge” brought to its author,
Vaughan Kester, a reissue of “The Fortunes of the Landrays” has been requested by

the lovers of the gifted novelist. “The Fortunes of the Landrays” is a big book, not
only in size, but in theme. It is thoroughly American in tone. Throughout the work
we are treated to masterful delineations of character, to strong situations in the
plot and to fine descriptions of very interesting historical events. The scene is
mostly laid in Benson, a town near Columbus, Ohio; but in the course of the tale we
are carried west with the 49’ers, and through the Civil War with the men of the 60’s.

The story itself relates the family history of the Landrays from father to grandson.
The delineation of the character of Virginia Landray, who lives throughout the work,
is a masterful bit of writing, and atones for the effort needed to wade through the
lengthy volume.

The book, however, as a whole, is interesting; but towards the end

it becomes depressing owing to the number of deaths that occur.
THE “SUMMA THEOLOGICA” OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. Part I. Literally
Translated by Fathers of the English Dominican Province. Third Number (Qq.
LXXV-CXIX).

1912.

London, R. & T. Washbourne, Ltd.

New York, Benziger Brothers.

561 pp., 6s.

The monumental task to which the scholarly Fathers of the English Province
have been devoting themselves these last years proceeds apace. The third volume
of this splendid translation of the “Summa” lies before us, and in no way falls
below the high standard set by the previous numbers. It embraces Questions LXXVCXIX, thus covering the remainder of Part I. This series of propositions presents
two admirable treatises—one on Man, the other on the Divine Government.

With

these three volumes constituting merely the first part of the wonderful Summa
before him, the student realizes in a concrete manner that this gigantic structure
presupposed not only a master’s intellect, but above all one “filled with the Spirit of
God, with wisdom and understanding and all knowledge.”

We sincerely trust that a

wide circulation encourage the editors so that the several volumes of Part II appear
in due time.
GOD: THE AUTHOR OF NATURE AND OF THE SUPERNATURAL. A Dogmatic Treatise by the REV. JOSEPH POHLE, Ph. D., D. D. Authorized English
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Version, with some Abridgement, and Many Additional References, by ARTHUR
PREUSS. St. Louis, B. Herder. 1912. 365 pp., $1.75.
In the third volume of this splendid and in its order and thoroughness typically
Teutonic work, the author has taken as subject-matter God, as the Author of
Nature and the Supernatural. This treatise, indispensable to broaden and round out
the conception of God as delineated in the two previous volumes, has for object to
impart a true idea of Creation. Creation considered subjectively, that is as a divine
act, and objectively, that is, as the result of that act, furnishes the two main divisions of the present volume. The first part comprises chapters on The Production
Out of Nothing, Divine Preservation and Concurrence, Divine Providence.

The sec-

ond part is especially valuable for the needs of our times, as we here must necessarily tread on the domain of Science. In this section we find chapters on Dogmatic
Cosmology, Dogmatic Anthropology, and Christian Angelology,—all live questions,
whose relation to modern science every progressive layman as well as theologian is
desirous of seeing neatly and positively defined. Not the least merit of this excellent English version lies in the many additional references so abundantly and accurately supplied by the scholarly translator. This volume, it appears to us, ought to
be found not only in the library of the clerical student, but in the hands of the
upper college classes as well, particularly in the class of philosophy.
THE SUGAR CAMP, AND AFTER, by REV. H. 8S. SPALDING, S. J. Benziger
Brothers. 1912. 233 pp., $0.85.
This is the latest work of Fr. Spalding, and it equals, if not surpasses, his former
works. It is a book that will appeal to any live boy from the very start and he will
e1.joy it immensely. The hero, Raymond Boyd, loves mischief and, consequently, he
is always surrounded by direful circumstances. He is carried on a freight train to
the back woods of Old Kentucky, but fortune pursues him and the future is happy
and successful both for himself and his friends.
THE CHRONICLES OF QUINCY ADAM SAWYER, DETECTIVE, by CHARLES
FELTON PIDGIN. Boston, L. C. Page & Company. 1912. 316 pp., $1.25 net.
In this work we find Mr. Pidgin, the staunch defender of Aaron Burr, in an en-

tirely different field of literary endeavor. It relates the exciting adventures experienced in unravelling the tangled skein of several mysterious crimes by the son of
Quincy Adam Sawyer, whose romantic New England wooing has so captivated novel
readers and play-goers. It is a rattling good detective story, with all the interest
of Sherlock Holmes and Arsene Lupin, besides having an added zest given by the
use of the very latest methods in modern detective service. Any reader who relishes
a good detective story will find several hours of hearty enjoyment in this book.
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ELC. McCLELLAND.
DENTIST
QUALITY
DENTAL
WORK

Rooms 4-5-6 Lyric Theatre Building
Bell Phone 989 i

Home Phone 5522

Take It From Us, Young Man...
You will have the credit of dressing in good taste with Furnishings, if
selected from our choice stock.

And you can give a gift to the “other fellow” with full assurance of its
correctness and appreciation, if it has the “E. & J.” brand.
$1.00 Silk Hose and Tie Sets,
special

:

j

$1.00 to $3.50

Sweater Coats: _--___- $1.00 to $10.00

Hockwoer

25¢ to $1.50 | Bath Robes

ange
Gloves for

S06: 16-82-00
50c to $6.00

$2.98 to $12.00

Smoking Jackets
$5.00 to $10.00
(All especially choice.)

The Elder & Johnston Co.

Our Line of

Sporting Goods
WILL BE FOUND AT ST. MARY’S
INSTITUTE
Send for Catalog

No Better Goods Made

The Draper & Maynard Go.
PLYMOUTH, N. H.

FAULTLESS DRY CLEANING
St. Mary’s Official Dry Cleaners

BOTH PHONES
©

Fourth and Ludlow Sts.
@e

OOOOSOOS®E
COC OOOO TOOOO OOOO SOC OSOOHOOHSOSOOHOOSHSOOHOS

If you want style, we have it. If it’s quality you desire, you can
prices.
get that here and there is nothing the matter with our

of
They are always right. We are first and foremost in the trend
all kinds
fashion, in Suits, Coats, Millinery, Shoes, Dry Goods of

and everything in the house furnishing line.. Gve us a call.

The Johnson Shelton Company
The Home Store

Stutz and DeTamble Automobiles
Pierce-Arrow Motorcycles
Automobile and Motorcycle Accessories and Supplies

THE PHILLIPS-ZENGEL CO.
324 WEST THIRD STREET

Bell Main 1834

Home 3780

Watch Us Grow

Bell Phone, Main 308

Home Phone 2308

MONARCH ‘100PerCt.
PAINT..../ PURE
OUR GUARANTEE ON EVERY CAN
YOUR PROTECTION
We are positively exclusive distributors of the only 100%
Pure House Paint in Dayton and vicinity, which is called

“MONARCH.”

EVERY CONSERVATIVE PROPERTY OWNER IS
USING MONARCH 100% PURE. THEY SAY NO OTHER
BRAND OF PAINT IS ITS EQUAL.

HAR"WARE — TOOLS — CUTLERY
Building Papers, Giass, Etc.
We Respectfully Invite Your Patronage.

The Dayton Paint
and Hardware Co.
N. W. Gor. 5th and Jackson Sts., DAYTON, OHIO
HARRY ROTT, President
WILLIAM HAUTT, ist Vice-Pres.

MARTIN ZEHRING, 2nd Vice-Pres.
FRED LAUTERBACH, Secretary

CHAS. WOLLENHAUPT, Treasurer

WE RECOMMEND

Forster, Hegman & Co.
Headquarters for
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs,
Draperies and Wall Paper
DAYTON, OHIO

MAIN AND FIFTH STREET
©-e

The Dayton Peerless Laundry Co. |
117 East Second Street

|

Home Phone 4211

Bell Phone Main 4721
&

©

The Olt Brewing Co.
SSSsIRSSee
oho

Ol?’s “Cream Ale”
Has Gained Public Favor on Account of its
SUPERB TONIC. PROPERTIES

“Superba Beer”
The MALT BEVERAGE of Exceptional Quality—
Once Used, Always Desired
Phones:

©

Home 2164, and 2174

Bell 860

The above cut shows our beautiful Confectionery in the Arcade. This is the only
first-class Confectionery in the city. Here you can get nothing but the best. Our
Ice Cream, of all flavors, Ices, Fancy Sundaes, the Delicious Chocolates and Bon
Bons have no equal. We serve Hot Drinks in cold weather. Everything we sell is
manufactured by us. Our aim is to treat all customers cordially and to please them
in every way.

4

17-19-21-23 Arcade Street Entranc

ieolitz BrOS,

DAYTON, OHIO

©
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\

Lily Brew
The embodiment

Dee Bee
of

C

l

QUALITY and PURITY

ream A €

Its delicious taste,
Its mild and exquisite flavor
has made it the People’s

A substantial and wholesome nourishment—A
health giving tonic for the

favorite BEER.

tired

worn

out

system.

Sold only in bottles

On draught at all bars

Order a Case for Home
Use

Case Orders Promptly
Filled

The Dayton Breweries Co.
DAYTON, OHIO

io HOHAHHHASCH
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Health and Happiness
_ Are habitual with those who drink

HOLLENCAMP’S Beer regularly

HEALTH—Because Hbollencamp’s
“Golden Glow” beer is wholesome
and nutritious.

A I
HAPPINESS—Because it is refresh-

ing, palatable and a chaser of that
tired feeling of either body or mind.
Have us send you a case.
already

have

begun

to

Before it is gone you will
feel

its

beneficial

effects

HOLLENCAMP'S
(Independent) Brewing Co.
BOTH PHONES

|

GEE! BUT THEYRE GOOD
Candies sold at S. M. C. are manufactured by
Makers of

Our Standard:

‘‘Upon Ilonor’’ Sweets

Quality First

‘Affectionate’’
Chocolates

©

©

The Use of a Needle
Is equally as essential to the clothes as the Woolens
We have the

Woolens

and

know

how

to

handle

a

needle

WENDELL PFEIFFER, Tailor
Third Floor Home Telephone Building, Fourth and Jefferson

We Absolutely Guarantee

GOLDEN BAND CIGARS
To be free from dope and like ingredients. The only 5c Cigar
which can be smoked freely without injury to your health.

H. J. WAGNER & SON

.

19+00« +O++@++@+00s £00011 ++ 0220210-101 @e1Or 8+ ©)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
24 East Fifth Street

©

MORE GOOD BREAD FROM EACH SACK
THAN ANY OTHER FLOUR IS WHAT MAKES
B a; U

KE

B

KE

L. +.

IN PINK SACKS so Popular with
Housewives who Once Use It.

Mae
sea eon 29 Cents

ASK YOUR GROCER

aa

Cc

A VALUABLE COUPON IN EVERY SACK

Guaranteed under the Food and Drug Act, June 30, 1906.
Serial No. 23020. Registered U. S. Patent Office.

The Durst Milling Company -

Dayton, Ohio

Duell’s Bread South Park Shoe Store
And Confectionery are used
by the S. M. I. Four

Dealer in Fine Shoes

Hundred

REPAIRING NEATLY DONE

This should be a sufficient

H. PAUZAR

recommendation
A. H. DUELL

807 South Brown

61 Little St.

TheP.M.HarmanGo. The Patterson Tool and Supply
FURNISHERS AND
DECORATORS
Wall Papers, Frescoing, Tinting, Relief
Fabrics for Walls. All kinds of Floor Coverings, Window Shades, House Furnishings,
Ete.
Bell Phone 381. Home Phone 2381.

30 & 32 North Main Street
Old Reliable S. M. I. Boys Buy
ADAM DEGER’S

CAKES AND
CONFECTIONS
Brown St. and Union Ave.
Ye

Gompany
127 East Third Street
Mechanics’ tools of every description.
Iron and Wood Working Machinery.
Factory supplies for all classes of Manu- facturing.
Home 3523

Bell 333

McDermont & Clemens

FINE PLUMBING
Broomeil’s Vapor System of Heating
a SPecialty For Residences,
Schools and Churches.
23 N. JEFFERSON ST.

DAYTON, OHIO
@

ARCADE
BARBER
SHOP
* Miller & Schunk
PROPS.

14 &16
ARCADE
Dayton, Ohio

©

A GOOD WORD

©

Is heard on every side about our
SEPIA PLATINUM PORTRAITS

The Bowersox Studio 137 Canby Bldg.
*©
©
OPTICIANS

DIAMOND EXPERTS
FINE REPAIRING

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,
JEWELRY
17 EAST FIFTH STREET
DAYTON, OHIO

o
EAT

Laurel Butter Crackers
BEST ON EARTH

Manufactured only by

The Dayton Biscuit Company
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

Ferneding’s Fashionable Footwear !
HEADQUARTERS FOR

SHIGES, OXFORDS, PUMPS
“Always the Latest”

.”.

..

“Always the Lowest”

FERNEDING’S SHOE STORE tiro’sr.
©

Builders’
Hardware

Bell, 2071

John Hemberger
Dealer in

Specialty
Lawn Mowers
Lawn Rollers
Screen Doors
and Windows
Chicken

Netting
and
Fly Screen
LEONARD REFRIGERATORS

FREY BROS.
CHEESE

The G. W, Tischer Co,
Dayton, Ohio
©
To put on Water Paints and
Wall Goatings right, use a

228-230 Bainbridge St.
Home Phone 3227

The Sebhart-(Wuicket
umber Gompany

Dayton Sprayer
And

No. 850 Brown St., Dayton, Ohio

Wholesale Dealers in

TOOLS AND CUTLERY

©

HARDWARE, FURNACES
AND ROOFING
SHEET METAL WORK AND
SPOUTING

Garden Hose

34 N. Main St.

Bell 1540 Main

Lumber andMill Work

Whitewasher
Does in 4 minutes what a

LONG AND LARGE TIMBERS A SPECIALTY

brush will

do in 60.

Wayne Ave. and Railroad.

Climax Style
$10.50

Herman Soehner

Sent on
Approval

Sole Agent

Catalogue on
Application

GARLAND
STOVES

McGormick
Mfg. Go.

Roofing and Spouting, General Jobbing

Dept. K
Dayton, Ohio

©

DAYTON,(O:

112 S. Jefferson St.
©

DAYTON, OHIO

THE

Be sure and ask for

DAYTON ICE CREAM
Absolutely Pure and Wholesome

John T. Bailes Co.

Manufactured by

Dayton Ice Cream
and Dairy Co.
Perfection

Butter

is

the

Best

Downtown Offices—20 North Jefferson St,
and 38 Bast Fourh St.

Dry Goods and Notions
35 & 37.N. Main St.

DAYTON, OHIO.

Buckeye Barbers
Supply Company

The Troy-Pearl

Is the place to buy Razors, Strops, Hair

Laundry Go.

Tonics, Toilet Waters, Perfumes, Pocket
Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes, Combs, Ete.
CLARENCE 8S. WIGGIM

10 to 32 Ziegler St.

Family Washing, 6c a Pound

W. J. SHERER CO.
Fresco
Interior

Artists

and

214 EAST THIRD STREET
Opp. Public Library

It’s a well-spent dime that
buys a

La Preferencia Cigar

Decorators

J. B. MOOS CO.
25 Perrine Street

DAYTON, OHIO

Distributors

The Canby, Ach & Canby

It Pays

Company’s

to Advertise

Battleship Coffee

in the

| Exponent

GRADES AT 25c, 30c, 35c, 40¢ PER LB.

Guaranteed Finest Obtainable for the Price

THE CANBY, ACH

& CANBY

COMPANY

DAYTON, OHIO
Kindly mention THE EXPONENT when calling on Advertisers.

Large Numbers of St. Mary’s Graduates are Also Graduates of

The Miami Commercial College
A. D. WILT, President
4 Many of them are promix.ent in Business and in the Legal and other Professions
in Dayton and elsewhere, doing great honor to both institutions. A number are
now with us.
{ The training of the MIAMI is broad and thorough and large numbers of its
graduates annually take fine business positions.

Nearly 600 Places Opened to Them in 1910
4 The College is open all the year and students may enter at any time and make
easy monthly payments.

»THE..

William Hall Electric Go.
Supplies and
Construction

118 W. Fourth St.

DAYTON, OHIO

O’Neill & Co.
18 Faubourg Poissoniere, Paris
——Importers and Wholesale Dealers in——

Heads I Win

There’s a Reason_I sell the best hats__Because I
Sell the Most

Church, Community and Institution

a $3.00 HAT FOR $2.00
Paying More is Over-paving

Goods, Black Serges, Worsteds, Di-

agonals, Habit Cloths, Drap’de’ete
for Cassocks, Ete.

3:

:

$2 BILL CODY

112 to 118 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Md.

Four Stores

BIG FOUR ROUTE
The road with the service to Cincinnati, Columbus, Cleveland, Toledo,
Detroit, New York, Boston, Indian-

apolis, St. Louis, Chicago and the

West.

City Ticket Office.

6 West Third Street

J. L. Miler, D. P. A.

5-7 Arcade

©

Socal WAT ae

AN ea ea:

SOLE AGENT

The Dayton Gas Co’s Coke and
“OLD LEE” Anthracite Coal
Bell Phone 208—240 West Fifth Street—Home Phone 2208
Bell Phone 18480—G AS

WORKS—Home Phone 3049

If your ad were here, you

would be reading it.
It pays to advertise in the
EXPONENT—It pays!

WENTY-FIVE YEARS FROM NOW
You will wonder just how you looked when in college,

young and full of vigor. We can furnish you a copy of
YOUR LIKENESS
that will please you.

SMITH BROS., Photographers,
18 E. Fourth St.

IIHIMIaIeD
SHISHACHACHAHICKIOI

——

COGOOOSS

FURS

OOCCSS

FURS

FUR

FOR HOLIDAY GIFT
Matched Sets and Separate Pieces
NOTHING MORE APPROPRIATE FOR WIFE OR
SWEETHEART

You cannot afford not to see

our

magnificent

offerings.

Genuine bargains in dependable Furs.

All Coats, Suits and Dresses reduced for the Holiday trade.

Mearick’s Cloak House
123 South Main Street
CHINES

ST. MARY’S COLLEGE
After thorough investigation has equipped
with

Fire

4UPeCKe Extinguishers
BECAUSE OF ITS SUPERIOR
EFFICIENCY
SIMPLICITY
ENDURANCE

ALL SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES
Should Provide This Inexpensive, Reliable Protection

THE PYRENE CO., Dayton, O.

Says Miss Remington:
It P€aYS to be known as an operator of the leading typewriter—to share in the prestige which goes
with leadership.

It PDayS to operate the machine in widest use,
because it means the widest choice of opportunities

for me.
It DayS io enjoy the advantages of the unrivaled

Remington service. The facilities provided by the
Remington Employment Departments, the largest,
the best organized, the most thorough in the world,

are always at my command.
Remington Typewriter Company
(INCORPORATED)

New York and Everywhere

Home Phone 2688

Bell Phone 688

cs

The Dayton Lumber and

Manufacturing Co.

LUMBER LATH AND SHINGLES

S C H U B E RT

Dealer in

Heinz's 57 Varieties
PICKLES, OLIVES, PURE VINEGAR,
CHEESE, SARDINES, CANNED GOODS

Manufacturers of

166 Arcade Market

DOORS, SASH, BLINDS
And All Kinds of Mill Work

Bell Phone 5754

Home Phone 5757

The Traveler’s Insurance Company
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Represented by

HENRY J. WERST
Our Guaranteed Low Cost Life Insurance Policies with Disability Provision
Guarantee every figure, eliminate all uncertainties, and afford the maximum
amount of Insurance at the lowest cost.
During the fifty years since The Travelers organized the business of accident insurance in this country, it has paid over 570,000 accident and health
claims, with benefits amounting to over $37,000,000—an. unequaled record of
service.
The benefits of these policies are so large and the cost is so small that no
man can afford to be without an Accident and Health policy in
THE TRAVELERS
I refer you to Rev. John T. Gallagher, Rev. J. S. Sieber, Ph. D., Messrs.

Eugene C. Gerlach, 12, George A. Taylor, A. W. Kling, W. F. Longstreth.

HENRY J. WERST, 9th FLOOR SCHWIND BLDG.
BELL 5310

HOME 3735
Residence Phone—Home 11400-1

The Arcade Smokery
R. W. MYERS, Proprietor

Cigars, Pipes, Tobacco, Smokers’ Supplies.
Box Goods a Specialty.
Pipes Repaired.

Arcade and 3d St.

GYMNASIUM
=——GOODS——
ac ett
e SPECIALTY
35 E. 5th. St.

“AE open
Wholesale Grocers
Distributors of

Quality

Goods

“OLNEY” Brand Canned Goods.

HUNTS Quality Fruits
CRUIKSHANKS Pickels
Condiments

Pennants, Shoes, ‘Suits.

BGs Everything.

EGET FC Dohse
Sporting Goods

BET coteoeVE Foot Ball

Niehaus & Dohse
Sporting Goods

35 E. 5th. St.

Chas. W. Schaeffer
Geo. H, Gengnagel

Bell Phone Main 33
Home Phone 3333

Schaeffer & Gengnagel
Jobbers and Retailers of

Coal, Sewer Pipe, Building Material
Portland and Hydraulic Cement

and
812 to 828 East First St.

DAYTON, O.

®

©
Home 2440

Bell Phone, Main 440

PARK PHARMACY
BURKHARDT & ROTTERMANN

DRUGGISTS AND APOTHECARIES
N. W. COR. THIRD AND ST. CLAIR STS.
California Cough Balsam
B. & R. Flavoring Extracts
Condition Powder

DAYTON, OHIO
.
©

Watch This Space

ee C. Eberhardt Albert Pretzinger
920 Reibold Building
Architect
OPTICIAN
“DEFECTS

OF SIGHT

CORRECTED BY LENSES”
Tel. Bell 1598

Tel. Home 3747

1125-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building
DAYTON, OHIO
Telephones:
Bell 1439 Main
Office Hours:

* Home 4839
9-12; 1:30-4:00

Sundays and Evenings by Appointment
Phones:

Photographer

Bell Main 1580; Home 4866

Harry B, Harris, M. D,
800-801-802 Reibold Bldg.

20-22 East Third Street
Phone East 485
Phone Main 2485

Res. Phone Home 4142

Ben Westbrock
UNDERTAKER
THE USE OF MY NEW MODERN
CHAPEL FREE

718 Wayne Ave.

Dayton, Ohio

In the hour of your bereavement
remember

Dayton, Ohio

Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat.

W. S. McConnaughey

John C. Shea

McConnaughy & Shea
ATTORNEYS AT
===LAW ——$—

Reibold Bldg.

Dayton, Ohio

Home 4479

Bell Main 816

LEO F. WALTER H. D. Rinehart,
M. D.
Sucessor to Michael Walter

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

and Call
Bell Phone 625

Home Phone 2625

Refraction and Fitting Lenses

Modern in every Respect
129-131 Franklipv

St.

Reibold Bldg.

Dayton, Ohio

CLASSY OVERCOATS
FOR YOUNG MEN
The young man who is considering an Overcoat can solve
the question most easily here.

We have a great

variety

of

models, from the plain Chesterfield
back

to

the

Nobbiest belted

Overcoat.

We

have

Overcoats you can wear without attracting attention to the
garment that will attract every
one’s attention

as

quite

the

newest and nobbiest thing out.
Come in and let us show you
some of the new models.

We

will save you 25 per cent on a
Suit or Overcoat this month.

Men’s $12.50 Suits and Overcoats, now
Men’s $18.00 Suits and Overcoats, now

Men’s $20.00 Suits and Overcoats, now_--.----------- $14.50
Men’s $25.00 Suits and Overcoats, now

$17.50

Special Values
in Winter
Caps and Gloves
Special Values
in Winter

MAIN & FOURTH SE

Furnishings

DAYTON, OHIO.

Fourth and Main Sts.

